
Appendix C – Sub-zone Descriptions

Appendix sections

C1 Zone 1 Site-wide/creating the site

C2 Zone 2 Airfield

C3 Zone 3 Terminal and associated works

C4 Zone 4 Support facilities

C5 Zone 5 Landscaping and habitat creation
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C1 Zone 1 Site-wide/creating the site 

This section contains the following sub zone descriptions; 

 Zone Sub zone 
reference Sub zone name 

Zone 1 

Sub zone 1.1 Geotechnical and other survey works 

Sub zone 1.2 
Clearing, physically identifying and setting up the site of Century
Park Access Rd Phase 2 

Sub zone 1.3 Landscaping preparation 

Sub zone 1.4 Excavation 

Sub zone 1.5 Phasing of Open Space 

Sub zone 1.6 Impact on Public Rights of Way 

Sub zone 1.7 Statutory Services Diversions 

Sub zone 1.8 Provision of temporary replacement of Long Stay Car Park 
(described in Section 4.1.1) 

Sub zone 1.9 Clearing and setting up site for remediation of landfill area 

Sub zone 1.10 Extension & relocation of airport drainage systems 

Sub zone 1.11 Airfield platform 
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The DCO will not cover detailed design but sets out the parameters within which 
the airport expansion will be built.

Significant earthworks will be required to build a platform to support the airport 
expansion. The earthworks strategy aims to make the best use of LLAL landholdings 
immediately adjacent to the existing airport to provide materials to support the 
proposed infrastructure. 

The following will be needed:

• earthworks to win material and create a new landscape;
• the levelling and preparation of a suitable site platform so the expanded airport will

be level with the runway; and
• work to remodel the Eaton Green landfill and make it suitable for development.

The steps required to achieve this are illustrated in the figures below. The volumes 
of landfill material requiring treatment are shown in the Parameters for Consent 
below.

Parameters for Consent

• excavation of material:
4.5million m3

• placement of material to create the platform:
4 million m3

• landscaping material:
~500,000 m3

EARTHWORKS
SUB ZONES 1.1, 1.4 AND 1.11

Existing Conditions Step 01: Prepare the Platform Area

Step 02: Excavation and deposition to form platform Final Landform
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Proposed
It is proposed that a new earthworks platform is 
constructed to support the airport expansion. This 
will be made using natural materials tha t  
will be excavated from within the 
development area. Excavated materials will 
comprise:

• made ground;
• topsoil;
• clay; and
• chalk.

The platform will be constructed from the following 
materials:

• granular material imported to the site to form a
starter layer under the platform;

• a basal drainage layer;
• excavated natural chalk;
• natural cohesive materials (clay with flints,

head and valley bottom deposits);
• made ground (from current stockpiled materials

and arisings from DART construction); and
• granular material imported to the site to form

‘capping’ construction.

SITE, USE & CONTEXT
Existing
The area proposed for the expansion of the airport 
lies at a lower level than the runway and other current 
airport infrastructure. Its topography is 
undulating and forms part of the ‘dry’ valley 
geography that extends to the south and east of 
Luton.  

Extensive site investigation and monitoring has 
been carried out to understand the ground 
conditions beneath the site.

The geology of the area is composed of chalk 
overlain by clay. The site investigation results have 
been used to develop a model of how the geology 
varies beneath the site and this has been used in the 
devel-opment of the design.

The groundwater generally lies at significant depth, 
but its level can vary significantly in response to 
rainfall. A surface that represents the highest level 
it might have across the site over a 100-
year period has been identified based on  
monitoring and Environment Agency data. This 
surface has been used in the development of the 
design. 

Reference Design
To create the landform needed to enable 
the development it will be necessary to 
excavate in some parts of the site and 
deposit material in others. 

The design of the proposed landform takes 
account of the following constraints and design 
features:

• the plan for the development
• the need for a 10m wide road corridor from

‘airside’ to the fuel farm in the lower part of the
development;

• the excavation of the infiltration basin area;
• the model of the geology of the site;
• the boundary of the park area and a 15m buffer

to the ancient woodland;
• a 6m offset between the edge of the terminal

and the retaining wall that separates the landfill
from the new platform;

• a 3m offset between the development boundar-
ies and the top of any slope;

• slopes in cut areas are set at 1 in 3 in clay and
weathered chalk and 1 in 1 in unweathered chalk;

• slopes in fill areas limited to 1 and 3 and where
they exceed 20m include a half height berm;
and

• the landform is at least 2m above the maximum
design groundwater level.

Checks have been made to confirm the 
feasibility of the design with respect to the 
following key engineering aspects;

• the suitability of the materials to construct the
platform;

• the volume balance between excavated and
placed materials;

• the stability of the slopes created; and
• settlement of the new platform;
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LANDFILL REMEDIATION 
Sub Zones 1.2 and 1.9 

The DCO will not cover detailed design but sets out the parameters within which the Proposed 
Development will be built.  

The content of this information sheet captures the following Sub Zones: 
• 1.2 CPAR clearance 

• 1.9 Landfill remediation 

To enable the construction of CPAR, there will be a requirement for some site clearance along the CPAR 
Phase 2 route. Part of the CPAR alignment will be situated on the former landfill and as part of the works 
some excavation of the landfill will be required. Reference should be made to the New Century Park 
application that is recommended for approval, as Phase 1 of CPAR forms part of that application.

The Proposed Development will occupy the area of the former Eaton Green landfill. The landfill was not 
engineered to contemporary standards when it was closed so the preparation works will include measures 
to protect the users of the airport and its neighbours from its contents. To achieve the ground levels 
needed it would be necessary to excavate some of the landfill material and to pile foundations through the 
landfill to support the new buildings and the Luton DART extension. The steps in the work planned to 
achieve this are illustrated below. This work would be done in a way that protects the underlying 
groundwater and in close liaison with the Environment Agency. The volumes of landfill material requiring 
treatment are shown in parameters for consent. 

Parameters for consent 
Landfill area: ~400,000 m2 
Estimated total volume of waste within the landfill: ~4.5 million m3 
Proposed volume to be excavated and treated: ~600,000 m3 
Material to be removed from the site  ~70,000 m3 

please note vertical exaggeration has been applied the above images to aid understanding
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SITE: USE & CONTEXT 

Existing 
The former landfill underlies the majority of Wigmore 
Valley Park (WVP) and the Long Term Car Park.  

Historical mapping and aerial photography suggests 
much of the waste was deposited 40-50 years ago, 
and initial filling started almost 80 years ago. The 
most recent waste, in the capping layer, was 
deposited around 40 years ago. Aerial photography 
suggests the main periods of filling were between 
the 1950s-1970s. A variety of wastes were deposited 
within the landfill including mixed domestic, 
commercial and construction/demolition waste. The 
waste is over 20m deep in places.

Detailed site investigation work has been undertaken 
on the landfill to understand the waste materials 
present, landfill gas and groundwater conditions.  

Proposed 
The work proposed to be undertaken at the landfill 
site will be for re-engineering purposes but will also 
result in long-term environmental improvement 
including: 

• Preventing infiltration into the landfill 
which will reduce the potential for 
leachate to be generated 

• Materials processed for re-engineering 
the landfill will be treated in such a way to 
remove hazardous components 

• Processed materials will be treated and 
placed in such a way that they do not 
pose a risk from gas or leachate 
generation and so protect site users and 
groundwater 

• A cover system will be in place which will 
control any residual gas generated and 
future site users from contact with landfill 
materials remaining in place. 

The area of landfill material which is proposed to be 
excavated is predominately in an area of the landfill 
which was filled prior to the 1970s. Initial analysis of 
the waste types present in the area of excavation 
confirms that it is mainly older waste and that there 
is a considerable component which is inorganic 
material i.e. construction and cover layer material.  

To make the preparation works as efficient as 
possible and to reduce disruption and other impacts 
it is proposed to include the following measures: 

• minimise the amount of landfill materials 
we excavate 

• where it is essential to excavate landfill 
materials, the vast majority will be kept on 
site and reused in the construction 

• install a new drainage system to protect 
the groundwater 

• install measures to control ground gas 
associated with the landfill 

Reference design 
The material excavated will be subject to the 
following processing: 

• Excavation and selective separation of 
former landfill – removal of asbestos 
containing materials during excavation 
and separation of clean cover materials 

• Physical treatment – primary waste 
materials to be screened, washed and 
sorted into their component parts i.e. 
wood, plastic, metal etc 

• Physical treatment – secondary 
biopiling/compositing of biodegradable 
wastes to reduce their future gassing 
potential i.e. chipped wood waste, 
organic matter, fines etc 

• Selective blending of material prior to 
reuse within the scheme to improve its 
geotechnical properties 

• Placement of treated material within 
suitable areas of the scheme 
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The DCO application will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters 

within which the airport expansion will be built.

The Proposed development would replace part of the existing open space 

using what is currently arable farmland within LLAL ownership to the east of 

Wigmore Valley Park.  To deliver Terminal 2 ready for operations no later than the 

summer of 2027, the first phase of the replacement open space (refer to sub-

zone 1.5) would need to be carried out within the first few months following DCO 

consent.

Due to seasonal constraints, it is infeasible for some of the works to deliver 

this phase of the replacement open space to be carried out within the necessary 

period, or for seeding or planting to be given opportunity to mature, if the works 

that are needed are not commenced until 2022. To meet the programme, and 

ensure an area of open space is provided in a mature and established condition, a 

local planning application may be made in parallel to the local planning 

authorities to replace the open space in advance of the DCO being granted. 

Several operations could nonetheless be carried out as standard agricultural 

operations without the need for planning consent and it is proposed to make 

full use of this to help ensure, whether a parallel application is made or not, that 

any areas to be made available for use by the public would either have been 

planted or seeded ahead of handover; and that any areas where works would remain 

outstanding are minimised. 

Works proposed to be undertaken ahead of consent to prepare farmland for use 

as public open space would therefore include:

• ground cultivation

• installation of field drainage (if required)

• seeding and firming of grassland areas

• excavation of planting trenches

• planting of woodland, scrub and hedgerow vegetation

Diagram illustrating soft landscape works to be undertaken before DCO consent under agricultural operations.

LLAL also proposes,  as landowner, to undertake arboricultural works to improve areas 

of existing woodland within the proposed area of open space and to demolish and 

make good land surrounding the Grade II listed Winch Hill Farmhouse (the demolition 

of which was granted consent by North Herts District Council via application 18/03263/

LBC).

 LANDSCAPE PREPARATION WORKS

 SUB ZONE 1.3
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Should a parallel planning application be 

made and approved in time LLAL will seek to 

perform the following additional tasks, so they 

are also complete in advance of a DCO being 

granted:

• undertake soil stripping operations

• localised earthworks, re-grading 

around  proposed paths

• construct paths and areas of hard standing

• install new street furniture and signage

• plant up areas within the existing parkland. 

Diagram illustrating soft landscape works to be undertaken following DCO consent.
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Triangle of Existing Parkland 

The DCO application will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters 

within which the airport expansion will be built.

For the proposed development to take place, the open space at Wigmore Valley Park 

would need to take on a different overall footprint. It is anticipated that this would be 

a phased process, involving initially a temporary move in 2020 to the arrangement 

proposed in the  LLAL’s New Century Park planning application, which Luton 

Borough Council has resolved to approve subject to completion of legal agreements. 

Thereafter a further move into the replacement open space arrangement proposed 

by the DCO application.

As the replacement open space proposed by our airport expansion plans 

would impact some of the elements proposed in the area of parkland that 

would be delivered by New Century Park, construction of these elements would, 

in whole or in part, be abortive should our airport expansion proposals prove 

successful. It our intention accordingly not to undertake the following works set 

out in the New Century Park proposals at this time:

• Removing from public access and clearing vegetation within a triangle of existing

parkland located to the east of the park that is proposed for industrial development

in ‘phase 4’ of the New Century Park proposals

• Constructing a new surfaced path that extends from the existing area of parkland

into the area of new open space to the southeast

• Constructing a new surfaced path that extends from the existing Wigmore Pavilion

to the proposed link between the Century Park Access Road and Eaton Green

Road

• Planting new woodland along the southern boundary of the retained park (along

the northern edge of the afore mentioned triangle of existing parkland)

Diagram illustrating works not to be undertaken within consented New Wigmore Valley Park layout

• Installing street furniture in areas that would be subject to further change

It is envisaged that the main amenity improvements proposed by the New Century

Park proposals - including the new skate park, play areas and refurbished Wigmore

Pavilion, proposed in the northern part of the existing park - would be delivered at this

time.

 PHASING OF OPEN SPACE

 SUB ZONE 1.5
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This short-term move would be followed by further 

moves into the arrangement needed to deliver the 

airport expansion plans. 

In accordance with the commitments made during 

our summer 2018 non-statutory consultation these 

further moves will, through all phases, retain an 

area of open space of equal or greater size as 

may be affected by the airport expansion plans. To 

minimise disturbance to the public the proposals 

also avoid significant changes to landform in 

most of the land that is envisaged to become 

replacement open space, reducing the need for 

temporary areas to be made available and the 

duration required to deliver each phase. 

The area of open space to be made available in 

the first phase is anticipated to be approximately 

45.3ha. in size (a 3.8% increase against existing) 

and is envisaged to be made available within the 

first few months following DCO consent.

The area of open space to made available in the 

second phase would follow the construction of the 

landscape bund and land-forming proposed near 

the existing entrance to Wigmore Valley Park bund 

proposed as strategic visual mitigation embedded 

into the green infrastructure proposals and would 

deliver a further 1.4ha. of open space (a 7.1% 

increase in total open space compared to existing 

open space in 2019) and is envisaged to be made 

available before 2024.

The final area of open space to be made available 

would follow the excavation works proposed to 

construct the airfield platform and would deliver 

a further 1.3ha. of open space (a 10% increase 

increase in total open space compared to existing 

open space in 2019) and is anticipated to be 

made available before 2033.

Diagram illustrating phasing of replacement open space
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The enabling works required to establish the site and proposed development 

thereafter would impact on the alignment of two public rights of way, specifically:

• Public footpath Kings Walden 043, which crosses the ridgeline of Winch Hill and

connects between Eaton Green Road and Winch Hill Road

• The unnamed public footpath and bridleway that follows along the eastern edge

of the existing airfield and south east boundary of Wigmore Valley Park.

To reduce the impact of this on public access it is envisaged that a 550m section 

of footpath Kings Walden 043 would be diverted to follow the south east boundary 

of the proposed replacement open space and that this work would be undertaken 

ahead of the earthworks and alongside the delivery of the replacement open space. 

Due to the extent of the unnamed public footpath and bridleway that would be 

impacted by our proposals however, and for construction and safety reasons, it is 

proposed that this route would be temporarily stopped up during the enabling works 

period and that connectivity, albeit diverted, would be restored once earthworks have 

been completed, which is anticipated to be at some point before 2033.

To help to mitigate the adverse impact that this could have on public access, it is 

proposed that sections of footpath Kings Walden 041 and Kings Walden 043 be 

upgraded to bridleway status and that all rights of way within LLAL’s land holdings 

would be improved, either through surfacing, new signage or improved connectivity.
Diagram illustrating proposed changes to PRoW

 IMPACTS ON PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY

 SUB ZONE 1.6
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Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan

Proposed area of service works

Proposed area of service works

Sub Zone 1.7 includes a description of the services diversions that would be required to 
enable the proposed scheme to be constructed. The DCO will not cover detailed design 
but sets out the parameters within which the Proposed Development will be built.

SERVICES
SUB ZONE 1.7

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Service diversions
The construction of the Proposed Development will impact upon 
a number of existing utilities, which would need to be diverted, 
relocated or made redundant. 
These diversion works will need to be carefully planned to ensure 
continuity of service is maintained to allow the current operation of 
the airport to continue.
Additional services will be required to support the growth of the 
airport and the increased infrastructure that will be delivered as 
part of the expansion.

The main services diversions include:
• upgrading the drainage system;
• existing utility diversions; and
• connection to new facilities.

Existing
Water supply
The extent of the offsite network provision and entry points to the 
airport are yet to be fully documented. Further work with the local 
water supply company will be required to determine what, if any, 
diversions are required. However, the increased demand on the 
local water network would most likely require offsite reinforcement. 
This reinforcement may incorporate a new water supply strategy 
for the airport as a whole.

Incoming high voltage (HV) supply
The existing UK Power Networks (UKPN) supply cables run over 
150m within the airport boundary to connect to the airport 
main intake substation. Under the proposed development a new 
main substation would be constructed to the west of Terminal 
2. The final usage for the existing main substation is subject to
ongoing review. However, it is anticipated that UKPN supply
cables will require some form of additional protection or
diversion within the airport boundary. It is not yet clear if further
diversion of the UKPN cable will be required outside of the airport
boundary.

HV, low voltage (LV), and communication cables
The existing HV supply network on the airport is formed from 
different HV rings, connecting a series of local HV substations, 
which then supply the LV network.  The main HV diversion 
will involve rerouting the HV ring that follows the east perimeter 
of the current long-stay car park.

As part of the development works, two substations located 
airside on taxiways Charlie and Golf will have to be relocated. 
These diversion works will include all the relevant HV, LV and 
communication cable connections to the existing substations. 

Incoming communications supplies 
The airport and its tenants are serviced by a number of different 
communications providers. Some of these are carried over the 
Openreach network and others via their own dedicated networks. 
The extent of the offsite network provision and entry points to the 
airport is yet to be fully documented. Further work with providers 
will be required to determine what, if any, diversions are required. 

Airport communication networks 
The airport communications network is wide-ranging and is formed 
of a number of fibre optic and copper cables that are routed below- 
ground and within existing buildings.

The quantity and nature of diversions are difficult to formalise at this 
stage. However, it is anticipated that the airport communications 
network will grow substantially to support increased data demands. 
Through this growth, there will be the opportunity to expand the new 
network to pick up existing services at source, which if optimised 
should reduce the number of diversions required.

Potable water and fire main
The existing water services network consists of the potable water 
network and a fire hydrant system.
Minor diversions of the potable water network will be necessary in 
the location of the existing long-stay car park.
The proposed development of the airfield and apron extends over 
an area containing two existing underground emergency water 
supply tanks.

The first underground tank is to be removed. It serves the area of 
the existing engine ground running bay, which will be relocated. 
The second underground tank serves the existing fire training 
ground and is also to be removed, with a new emergency water 
tank provided at the new fire training ground.
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HV, LV and communications
The new infrastructure will include a series of new HV 
rings, substations, LV networks, and communications 
networks. This infrastructure will be required to 
supply electricity and communication connections to 
the Proposed Development to supply, for example, 
lighting, heating and cooling loads in addition to 
powering the Luton DART transit system. 

Furthermore, the expansion and development of the 
stand equipment and Aeronautical Ground Lighting 
(AGL) installations will drive the need for additional 
power and communications infrastructure as part of 
the proposals.

It is anticipated that there will be a progression 
towards electric vehicles being utilised both on 
and off the airfield, therefore the electrical demand 
associated with charging points for these vehicles 
will be included in the proposals

Power resilience
A number of measures can be built into the power 
system to provide resilience including:
• the increased HV power supply for the airport

would be derived from two independent
connections back to the National Grid 132KV
network as dictated by regulatory requirements;

• the on-site 11kV distribution network would consist
of several independent ring mains, whereby each
transformer substation would be serviced via two
routes; and

• operationally critical areas such as the airfield
and main passenger clearing facilities would
be serviced via dual ring mains where each
transformer substation would effectively have four
separate cables feeding two transformers

Potable water and fire main
The proposed potable water and fire hydrant networks 
will both be connected to the existing potable water 
network. 

The proposed potable water supply will run separately 
to the fire hydrant network. This is to safeguard for 
the possibility of using a grey water supply from the 
proposed water treatment plant in the future for the 
fire hydrant network 

The proposed fire main will serve the proposed 
engine ground running bay, and a new tank will be 
provided to serve the proposed fire training ground.

UKPN electricity supply 
Maximising energy efficiency is key to our energy 
strategy, specifically in determining the principal fuel 
type, building fabric and the efficiency of the energy-
consuming equipment to be installed.

The conventional approach to the supply of energy 
is the use of electricity from the local supply network, 
a convention which would be retained. However, it 
is intended to further supplement this arrangement 
with:
• solar (photo-voltaic cells, built where practical over

car parks and on roofs over a period to 2037);
• battery storage for back-up power rather than

solely relying on diesel generation; and
• buildings designed to 2013 BREEAM ‘Good’ status 

to be energy efficient with appropriate installations
and equipment together with thermally efficient
materials and shading.

The existing local UKPN HV supply to the airport 
does not have adequate capacity to service the 
increased demand required to support the proposed 
airport development, which is expected to increase 
from around the current 6MW (megawatts) to around 
21MW, with 12MW allocated for Terminal 2 and its 
apron. The Luton DART will increase to 6MW when 
connected to Terminal 2, and with the introduction of 
electric vehicle charging a further 3MW is anticipated.  
Therefore, a new UKPN supply will be required. The 
new supply will be taken from two new independent 
connection points on UKPN’s network. The airport 
will then be served via two separate diversely 
routed cables. Given the increased electrical power 
demands, it is proposed to upgrade the existing 
11kV connection to a 33kV connection.

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Proposed

Long stay car park subject to service diversions                   Aerial image ©2019 Google
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Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan

Proposed - Site drainage plan

Existing foul drainage Proposed foul drainage

Existing surface water drainage Proposed surface water drainage

Key

Sub-zone 1.10 constitutes the surface water and foul water drainage within the Proposed 
Development.  The DCO will not cover detailed design but sets out the parameters within 
which the Proposed Development will be built.

EXTENSION & RELOCATION OF AIRPORT DRAINAGE
SUB ZONE 1.10

Proposed area of drainage works

Proposed area of drainage works

Surface water attenuation tank 

for contaminated water, prior to 

discharging to the surface water 

treatment plant and ultimately to the 

proposed soakaway

Treated effluent soakaway 

for treated water from the 

effluent treatment plant

Permeable paving to the 

proposed car park
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Existing – Aerial image of existing soakaways            Aerial Image © 2019 Google

Surface water from the proposed aprons and adjacent 
taxiways will be served by a new gravity drainage 
system.  The new drainage system will be sized to 
accommodate flows from both the existing and 
proposed terminal, aprons and adjacent taxiways.

The drainage system will ultimately discharge to 
a large soakaway to the east of the airfield via an 
effluent treatment plant if required. The soakaway will 
be sized to accommodate the flows from both the 
existing and proposed airfield areas in order that the 
existing soakaways across the site can be removed 
to make way for the Proposed Development. 

Any contaminants arising from operations on the 
existing and proposed airfield pavements will initially 
be captured through a series of ‘full retention’ 
interceptors. Surface water will then pass through the 
proposed drainage network before discharging into 
the proposed soakaway.

The surface water drainage system serving the 
existing runway, taxiways and apron areas currently 
discharges into a number of large drainage networks 
across the airport. These drainage networks ultimately 
discharge into a number of soakaways across the 
airfield at the following locations:
• North-east of the existing runway;
• North-west of the existing runway;
• East of the existing engine ground running bay; and
• North-east of the existing fire training ground.

Existing foul drainage from the airport currently 
discharges via a number of networks across the site, 
into a foul sewer system adopted by Thames Water.  
Flows ultimately discharge into a trunk main before 
being treated at the New Mill End sewage treatment 
works to the south of Luton.

The existing foul water drainage system will be largely 
maintained and continue to connect into the adopted 
Thames Water drainage system.

Minor diversions of the foul water network will be 
necessary at the location of the existing long-term 
car park.

If the situation arises where contaminants are 
not captured by the interceptors, the monitoring 
equipment will detect the abnormal levels of 
contaminants and divert the flows to an attenuation 
tank beneath the proposed car parking area.

The attenuated water will then be treated by an 
effluent treatment plant before discharging back into 
the proposed surface water drainage network and 
ultimately the proposed soakaway. 

The foul water from the proposed terminal and 
associated airside and landside buildings will 
discharge into a new separate foul drainage system 
which will ultimately discharge to a proposed sewage 
treatment plant to the north east of the proposed 
airfield development. The foul sewage will be treated 
to a level such that the water discharging from the 
treatment works will be suitable for discharge to a 
soakaway.

Water contaminated by substances used in 
fire-fighting which arise from the proposed fire 
training ground, located south of the runway, will 
be collected locally in an underground tank.  This 
water will be pumped out when required and 
tankered to the proposed sewage treatment plant.

Reference Design 
The proposed surface water drainage system will be 
designed in order to cater for a 1 in 100 year storm 
event with an additional 40% allowance for climate 
change over the design life of the development.

The proposed system will be designed in accordance 
with the latest edition of Sewers for Adoption which 
should allow no surface water surcharging within the 
piped system for the 1 in 2 year storm event. Surface 
water surcharging within the piped system will be 
allowed for up to the 1 in 30 year storm event but no 
flooding. Exceedance flows above the 1 in 30 year 
storm event and up to the 1 in 100 year storm event 
will be maintained on site.

The proposed foul drainage system will also be 
designed in accordance with the latest edition of 
Sewers for Adoption and allow for peak flows of six 
times dry weather flows (6dwf). A discharge consent 
for the proposed sewage treatment plant will be 
sought from the Environment Agency. This will set 
agreed levels of treatment required before the treated 
water can be released from the treatment plant and 
discharged to the soakaway.

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing Proposed

Existing Soakaways
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C2 Zone 2 Airfield 

This section contains the following sub zone descriptions; 

Zone Sub zone 
reference Sub zone name 

Zone 2 

Sub zone 2.1 Apron & Links 

Sub zone 2.2 Parallel Taxiway & Links 

Sub zone 2.3 Access Taxiway / Exit 

Sub zone 2.4 Fire Training Ground 

Sub zone 2.5 Engine Ground Running / Isolation Bay 

Sub zone 2.6 Calibration Pad 

Sub zone 2.7 De-icing 

Sub zone 2.8 Buildings Along Apron 
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Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan

Proposed site

Proposed site

Existing airfield

Proposed airfield

Existing pavement

Existing pavement

New pavement

Sub-zones 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.8 of the Airfield including the aprons, taxiway links, parallel 
taxiway, rapid exit taxiways and ground service equipment (GSE) areas of the Proposed 
Development. The DCO will not cover detailed design but sets out the parameters within 
which the Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed pavement AOD level: +153.2m (+- 0.80m)

• Proposed area apron stands: ~151,700m2

• Proposed area taxilanes and taxiways: ~164,800m2

• Proposed height of apron equipment: ~25.0m (floodlights)

APRON, TAXIWAY LINKS, PARALLEL TAXIWAY, RAPID EXIT TAXIWAYS AND GROUND SERVICE EQUIPMENT
SUB ZONES 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 AND 2.8
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These perpendicular taxilanes include two cul-de-
sacs serving the passenger apron for Terminal 2 and 
an additional taxilane adjacent to the existing Taxiway 
Foxtrot which is required to ensure that the operation 
of the existing taxiway network is not affected by 
aircraft manoeuvring onto or off the new stands.

The cul-de-sacs are sized for the operation of two 
Code C (up to 36m wingspan) aircraft simultaneously, 
or one larger Code E (up to 65m wingspan) to provide 
the capacity to serve the stands.

The existing surface movement radar may need to 
be relocated to ensure full coverage of the proposed 
manoeuvring area.  Options for this relocation are still 
under review.

Proposed rapid exit taxiways
To further improve the capacity of the runway, two 
Rapid Exit Taxiways (RETs) are proposed.  The 
positioning and geometry of these oblique angled 
taxiway links will allow aircraft to vacate the runway 
sooner, freeing it up for further arrivals or departures. 

Proposed taxiways and taxilanes
To achieve the desired taxiway connectivity between 
runway and stands, a second parallel taxiway is 
proposed.  This taxiway will link the new apron areas 
via perpendicular taxilanes to the primary taxiway 
network. 

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing
London Luton Airport’s single 2,162m long 
runway is connected to the taxiway network via four 
link taxiways. Currently, the outer links are positioned 
to only allow for intersection take-offs.  To use the full 
extent of the runway requires back-tracking of aircraft. 
This arrangement restricts the overall capacity of the 
runway.

A length of parallel taxiway connects the runway 
links to the main taxiway loop that circles the central 
terminal and apron areas.  This loop provides 
access to the main commercial passenger stands, 
maintenance, cargo and business aviation facilities.

To add further capacity and resilience to the taxiway 
loop an additional north-south taxiway, Taxiway 
Foxtrot, has recently been constructed. Taxiway 
Foxtrot incorporates four aircraft de-icing bays along 
its length to improve winter operations.

The existing airport currently has up to 43 aircraft 
parking stands for commercial passenger aircraft, 
which will handle the planned capacity of 18 million 
passengers per annum (mppa).  These stands 
primarily serve Code C aircraft (up to 36m wingspan) 
although alternative stand centrelines provide the 
ability to accommodate a limited number of larger 
aircraft types. Currently, 58% of these stands provide 
passenger contact service with the remaining stands 
being remote from the terminal and requiring bussed 
operations for arrivals and departures. 

As well as the passenger aircraft parking aprons, the 
airfield also includes a number of business aviation 
parking areas and space for cargo aircraft parking. 

Proposed
London Luton Airport is licensed under European 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) regulations, which 
set the certification specifications for aerodrome 
design, in line with ICAO standards and guidance. 
The airfield has been designed to EASA certification 
standards.

Proposed runway links
To increase the access and capacity of the runway, 
the existing parallel taxiway will be extended to 
both runway ends and taxiway links provided. 
These connections will remove the requirement for 
aircraft to back-track along the runway.  This will 
improve the overall capacity of the runway and 
provide additional queuing space along the 
extended taxiway for aircraft heading to the runway.

 Proposed overall taxiway plan

Existing pavement

New pavement

GSE area

Buildings along apron
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Head of stand equipment
It is proposed that each aircraft stand will be serviced 
by a head of stand road between the stands and 
the piers.  At the head of each stand a range of 
equipment to aid the turnaround operation would be 
provided.  This proposed equipment includes;

• fixed electrical ground power units around 1.5m
high (refer to indicative example in the photograph
below), to remove the requirement to use mobile
ground power units which can be diesel operated;

• a below ground fuel hydrant system allowing fuel
to be pumped directly from the hydrant to the
aircraft thereby removing the requirement for fuel
bowsers

• an automated stand entry guidance system of
approximately 6m high, located at the head of
each stand centreline allowing the pilot to position
the aircraft without the use of a marshaller.

A fire hydrant system is also proposed within the 
new apron area with a fire hydrant located at the 
head of the stand approximately every 90m.

Buildings along apron (ramp)
There may be some small buildings adjacent to the 
apron to support ground handling operations or this 
may be accommodated in the ground floor of the 
piers.

Apron
New aircraft parking aprons will be provided in 
rows either side of two new terminal piers running 
perpendicular to the runway. The apron stands will 
be constructed and released progressively in line 
with need.

The majority of the individual aircraft stands will face 
directly onto the terminal pier frontages and provide 
contact service for passengers. The proposals will 
provide a contact stand service of 82% with just six 
stands being remotely located and requiring bussing 
to and from the terminal, so improving the contact 
stand ratio over the airport as a whole.

In total, 34 individual Code C stands will be provided 
with 18 of them being configured in a Multiple Aircraft 
Ramp System (MARS).  These MARS stands have 
the capacity to accommodate either two Code C 
aircraft or one Code E aircraft allowing for up to 9 
Code E aircraft to park.

The aircraft parking stands will all be sized to industry 
standards allowing for the largest Code C aircraft 
types and a range of the shorter Code E aircraft 
(wingspan up to 65m and length up to 68.5m).

Ground service equipment areas and other 
services
Different locations both on stand and adjacent to 
the apron area will be provided for parking Ground 
Service Equipment (GSE). It is envisaged that these 
areas will include parking spaces complete with 
charging points to cater for a growing electric vehicle 
fleet. Individual items on these areas will not be 
higher than around 4m.

A proposed potable water filling point and a foul water 
discharge point will be provided in a service area to 
the east of the terminal, for refilling and emptying of 
the aircraft. 

SITE: USE & CONTEXT

Aircraft on stand using fixed electrical ground power 
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Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan
Proposed site

Existing site

Proposed site

Sub Zone 2.4 - the fire training ground is to replace the existing facility which is located 
within the site of the proposed apron. The DCO will not cover detailed design but sets out 
the parameters within which the Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed plot area: ~12,000m2

• Proposed building maximum height: ~14.0m 

• Proposed external AOD Level: +159.8m (+- 0.75m)

FIRE TRAINING GROUND
SUB ZONE 2.4

Proposed - Fire training ground
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The fire training ground and its existing facilities are 
to be relocated with all the facilities it currently has to 
the south of the runway.

The proposed location is within the current airfield 
boundary, outside the green belt and approximately 
300m away from the nearest properties. 

Services
It is proposed that the facilities on the fire training 
ground site would be supplied with power and 
communication cabling taken from an existing 
nearby substation. 

It is proposed for a potable underground water tank 
to be positioned adjacent to the proposed fire training 
ground. The tank is proposed to have a capacity of 
30,000 litres. Options for filling this tank are either by 
bowser or to connect the storage tank to a potable 
water connection, if available.

The foul water from welfare facilities would be held 
in a tank and tankered away when required. Due to 
the small, intermittent flows and no nearby sewer, a 
network connection is not deemed appropriate.

Access
Access to the facility will be provided by  two new 
access tracks from the existing perimeter road. 
A review of this existing perimeter road from the 
fire station west around the end of the runway is 
required, to determine the possible requirement 
for strengthening to support 40-ton waste removal 
vehicles.

To satisfy the required response times of the fire 
service to an emergency, an access road to the 
runway is proposed diagonally towards the existing 
taxiways. 

The existing Fire Training Ground (FTG) is located 
to the east of the long stay car parking, south of 
Wigmore Valley Park. It is in an area that is at a lower 
level than its surroundings.

The fire training ground and its facilities extend over 
an area of circa 12,000m2. The existing facilities 
include the following: 
• Four storage units (5.5m x 3m);
• Simulator control hut;
• Bristol Britannia fuselage (35m x 5.58m);
• Bulk storage Calor gas containers;
• Duel fuel fire simulator (59m x 16m);
• Welfare facilities;
• Drill tower (consisting of 3 floors ~ 12m height);
• Compartment fire behaviour training unit (13.5m

x 4m);
• Two-storey breathing apparatus chamber (15m x

10m);
• Classroom (5.54m x 3m);
• Separator tanks; and
• Two skips.

The existing fire training facilities are used both 
during the day and night on average twelve times a 
month by LLAOL fire services. In addition, external 
fire services use the facility for training periodically.

Drainage
When the fire training ground is not being used 
surface water run-off will discharge to a soakaway 
via an interceptor as shown in the proposed drainage 
schematic below.

Under training operations, a penstock 
located upstream of the interceptor will be 
closed and the contaminated discharge will be 
routed to a separate holding tank. 

The proposed operational discharge holding tank 
size is 30,000 litres on the basis that this matches 
the size of the emergency water tank which will 
supply fire training activities. The penstock will be 
re-opened following a wash-down of the operational 
area and the run-off re-routed through the interceptor 
to the soakaway. The operational discharge from the 
holding tank can then be removed to the effluent 
treatment plant by tanker

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing Proposed

Proposed surface water drainage schematic at the fire training ground

Existing – Fire training ground
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Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan

Proposed siteExisting site

Proposed site

Sub zones 2.5 and 2.6 - the engine ground running bay is to replace the existing 
facility which is located within the site of the proposed apron. In addition, an isolation 
stand and calibration pad are to be included in the same location as the proposed 
engine ground running bay. The DCO will not cover detailed design but sets out the 
parameters within which the Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed plot area: ~21,410m2

• Proposed barrier height circa: ~12.0m

• Proposed pavement AOD Level: +152.8m (+- 0.75m)

ENGINE GROUND RUNNING BAY, ISOLATION STAND AND CALIBRATION PAD FACILITIES
SUB ZONES 2.5 AND 2.6

Proposed combined facility

Existing facility                  Aerial Image © 2019 Google

Isolation limit

Isolated aircraft

Acoustic fence and blast 
barrier for engine ground 
running bay

Calibration pad 
safeguarded area

Aircraft calibrating
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Combined facility

Engine ground running bay and isolation stand
The existing EGRB and isolation facility needs to be 
replaced as it is located within the site of the proposed 
apron. As per the current arrangement, the proposed 
design combines the EGRB facility with the isolation 
stand. 

The EGRB has been designed as a minimum to 
accommodate self-manoeuvring Code C aircraft and 
towed Code E aircraft (B787-10, B777-200LR) in line 
with the design aircraft of the apron area.

The proposed facility will include a noise attenuation 
barrier on three sides of a bay. This barrier will be 
circa 12m in height.

The isolation stand location has been designed in 
accordance with EASA requirements, allowing a 
minimum of 100m between the parked position of 
an aircraft on the stand and other parked positions, 
buildings and public areas.

Due to the limited platform area available and the 
infrequent use of the isolation stand, EGRB and 
calibration pad, an area that combines these three 
functions has been proposed. 

This area would be surrounded by a barrier to contain 
aircraft jet blast (high energy exhaust from a jet 
engine) and provide noise attenuation. This barrier 
would be designed in such a way as to not interfere 
with the calibration pad.

The area is to be sited in a location to the east of 
the proposed apron away from the main apron area, 
orientated in a north east direction.

An EGRB and isolation facility are required at all 
times throughout the phasing of the works, so the 
existing facility cannot be removed until a new facility 
has been provided.

Engine ground running bay and isolation stand
The existing Engine Ground Running bay (EGRB) is 
located south of the long-stay carpark adjacent to the 
parallel taxiway. This is an area designed to reduce 
noise from aircraft engine testing.

It covers an area of 91m by 100m and is surrounded 
by an earth bund approximately 5m in height. The 
existing EGRB is constructed of concrete and has a 
wide asphalt access direct from the parallel taxiway.

It is orientated perpendicular to the runway, but the 
size of the facility does provide some scope for an 
aircraft to manoeuvre/alter orientation into the wind.

As stated in the London Luton Airport Noise Action 
Plan 2019 – 2023, “this area is only to be used during 
daytime periods, in order to reduce the night-time 
noise disturbance for our local community. If an 
aircraft needs to conduct engine testing during the 
night time period the operator must apply for the 
permission of London Luton Airport.

The current EGRB is also used as the isolation stand 
which is an area used for parking an aircraft which 
needs isolation from normal aerodrome activities.

Calibration pad
A calibration pad is an area where an aircraft is taken 
to calibrate its compass. The aircraft is positioned 
facing each compass direction as the servicing 
engineer calibrates the aircraft’s compass. 

At present, there is no operating calibration pad at 
the airport. Previously the calibration pad was sited 
south-west of the fire station, however, a new taxiway 
has been constructed at this location, and therefore 
the facility can no longer be used.

Proposed calibration pad
The calibration pad has been designed to 
accommodate self-manoeuvring Code C aircraft. As 
the airport does not have Code E Maintenance, Repair 
and Operations (MRO) facilities, the requirement for 
a Code E calibration pad is not deemed necessary.

Guidance on distances between the calibration pad 
and other facilities has been taken into account in 
order to position the proposed calibration pad.

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing Proposed Reference Design

Proposed – Proposed combined facility
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Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan

Proposed site of possible 
dedicated facilities relative 
to the existing airport to 
supplement the on-stand 
de-icing

Proposed site of 
possible dedicated 
facilities to supplement 
the on-stand de-icing

Areas suitable for 
de-icing aircraft

Sub zone 2.7 describes the proposed de-icing operations and their location within the 
airfield. The de-icing facilities are an operational requirement for the proposed airfield for 
winter operations. The DCO will not cover detailed design but sets out the parameters 
within which the Proposed Development will be built.

DE-ICING
SUB ZONE 2.7

Proposed – Airport de-icing areas

Existing – Airport de-icing areas

Taxiway Foxtrot

Taxiw
ay Foxtrot

South Stands
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The glycol fluids used during de-icing operations 
are harmful to the environment and therefore are 
required to be treated prior to being discharged from 
the airfield drainage system.

The surface water drainage system for the proposed 
apron and taxiways collects surface water run-off via 
a network of gravity pipes before discharging to a 
large soakaway to the east of the site.

Monitoring equipment will be installed within the 
drainage system which will continually monitor 
the chemicals within the water flowing through the 
system. 

When contaminant levels are detected which exceed 
discharge consent levels, the monitoring equipment 
will activate a valve which will divert the surface water 
flows to a large holding tank. 

Water within the tank will then be discharged at a 
controlled rate to a water treatment plant which will 
treat the water to permitted standards agreed with the 
Environment Agency. The treated water will then be 
allowed to discharge back via the drainage system to 
the proposed soakaway.

Future de-icing operations for the existing stands will 
continue to be undertaken in the current manner, i.e. 
on stand where the drainage permits, on the de-icing 
bays along taxiway Foxtrot and the south stands as 
shown in the diagram on the previous page ‘existing 
airport de-icing areas’.

The de-icing operations for the proposed Terminal 
2 stands will be undertaken mainly on stand. Two 
additional de-icing bays may also be provided on a 
proposed taxiway link at the east end of the existing 
runway as shown on the diagram on the previous 
page ‘proposed airport de-icing areas’. There will  
be the opportunity for the Code C aircraft on the 10 
stands to the west of the new terminal to be pushed 
back onto the adjacent taxilane and be de-iced on 
the three bays on taxiway Foxtrot.

As part of the airport operations, there is a 
requirement to undertake de-icing work on aircraft in 
order to keep the aircraft free of ice until it is airborne.  
This operation requires aircraft to be sprayed with 
chemical fluids prior to take-off using mobile plant, 
which is normally located at the nearby equipment 
area adjacent to the existing terminal.

The de-icing operations currently take place on the 
stands located around the existing terminal as and 
when required by the weather conditions. Where 
the existing drainage infrastructure is inadequate 
to cope with the de-icing fluids, de-icing operations 
are undertaken on taxiway Foxtrot where four de-
icing bays have been provided. De-icing is also 
undertaken on the south stands.

De-icing fluids for de-icing on stand are currently 
stored in tanks which are located to the south-west 
of the existing fire station adjacent to Taxiway Bravo.  
De-icing fluids for de-icing at taxiway Foxtrot are 
stored to the east of this taxiway.   

The existing de-icing fluid storage area for taxiway 
Foxtrot is located within the clearances of the 
proposed taxilane and will, therefore, need to be 
relocated. The relocation for these de-icing fluids is 
within the service yard area adjacent to the proposed 
terminal.  This area will also store de-icing fluids for de-
icing operations on the proposed Terminal 2 apron. A 
further storage area for de-icing fluids is proposed at 
the eastern end of the proposed Terminal 2 apron to 
serve the proposed de-icing area on the taxiway link.   

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing Proposed Drainage

Aircraft de-icing
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C3 Zone 3 Terminal and associated works 

This section contains the following sub zone descriptions; 

Zone Sub zone 
reference Sub zone name 

Zone 3 

Sub zone 3.1 Proposed Terminal 2 

Sub zone 3.2 Western Pier 

Sub zone 3.3 Eastern Pier 

Sub zone 3.4 Coach Station 

Sub zone 3.5 Drop off Zone (DOZ) 

Sub zone 3.6 Terminal 2 Plaza 

Sub zone 3.7 DART Station 

Sub zone 3.8 Service Yard 

Sub zone 3.9 Energy Centre 

Sub zone 3.10 Terminal 1 - Terminal/Boarding  (described in section 4.1.2) 
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan

+153m+153m

The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the 
Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed Plot area:       ~39,000m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~27m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +180m (+- 0.75m)

• Existing Ground Level +154.5m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +153m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~918,000m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~105,000m2

 TERMINAL 2

 SUB ZONE 3.1

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3 Proposed New Century Park (pending planning application) 1:2500 @ A3

E=512391E=512391
N=221678N=221678

E=512527E=512527
N=221204N=221204

+154.5m+154.5m +154.5m+154.5m

E=512846E=512846
N=221301N=221301

E=512582E=512582
N=221736N=221736

Plot Boundary
Proposed Terminal 2

Key :
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Ground Floor (Arrivals)

Basement / Apron Basement Mezzanine (Baggage Screening and Sortation)

First Floor (Departures)

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing

In the context of the current site usage, the 
proposed Terminal 2 building partially overlaps both 
the existing long stay car park and the existing 
Wigmore Valley Park, located east of the existing 
terminal and north of the current fire training ground. 
The proposed footprint of the Terminal 2 is 
approximately 39,000m2and is constructed on top
of an existing landfill site (further discussed within 
zone 1).

Terminal 2 will be built at a level of approximately 
0.5m below the existing ground level.

Within the context of the current New Century 
Park application that has been recommended for 
approval, the footprint of the proposed terminal 
overlaps the proposed parking area at an 
average level of 152.50m and the perimeter 
embankments to existing land fill. 

Proposed  Design

The Terminal 2 area is contained within zone 3 of 
the development. Terminal 2 processes 
passengers and their baggage as they arrive and 
depart from the airport in an easy to understand 
and efficiently functional environment. The 
passenger experience is supported with a range of 
facilities including food kiosks, cafes, restaurants, 
retail and welfare facilities. Support accommodation 
and operational areas are provided for airport staff 
required to operate the terminal including airlines, 
retail, terminal management, security screening, 
customs, immigration, baggage handling and 
ground staff.

The Terminal 2 building will need to be phased to 
respond to passenger demand, with a 
basement level at ~153.00m the airport 
perimeters would be at ~154.00m ground level at 
the airfield interfaces and ~159.00m to the 
Terminal entrance plaza (see sub zone 3.6 Airport 
Plaza).

Indicative layout of Terminal 2
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Indicative sketch of Terminal 2

The proposed terminal building has been 
designed in such a way as to allow the scheme 
to be constructed in phases to suit passenger 
demand and the broader construction phasing 
in coordination with the wider proposed 
development.

Reference Design

The reference design is based on the busiest 
time of day to make sure there are appropriate 
provisions made to provide an straightforward and 
convenient experience for passengers throughout 
the process from arrival and check-in to getting on 
the plane and for arriving passengers too.  

Care has been taken to recognise the need for 
flexibility to accommodate changing technologies, 
passenger expectations and retail opportunities 
into the future. This is shown in the context of a 
traditional large terminal arrangement of 
basement servicing and baggage sorting 
facilities, ground floor arrivals with departures 
above.

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements.
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Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan

Proposed location 
of piers

Proposed location 
of piers Terminal 2 pier west Terminal 2 pier east

Sub zones 3.2 and 3.3 of Terminal 2 and associated works include the proposed 
Western and Eastern Piers, and the associated connecting links to Terminal 2. The DCO 
will not cover detailed design but sets out the parameters within which the Proposed 
Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed building height: ~15.6m

• Proposed ground floor AOD level: +154.4m

• Proposed roof level of piers: +170.0m

• Proposed area Terminal 2 pier west: ~12,000m2 

• Proposed area Terminal 2 pier east:   ~14,000m2

WESTERN AND EASTERN PIERS
SUB ZONES 3.2 AND 3.3

Existing - Site plan 

Proposed - Site plan identifying pier locations
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T2 pier west
It is proposed that this pier forms a continuation 
of the Terminal 2 departures hall, with minimal 
differentiation. It serves 12 Code C aircraft stands.
Six stands will be able to be configured in pairs, to 
take a larger Code E aircraft (referred to as MARS 
stands).

The pier comprises circulation, amenity, gate areas at 
Departures level, with some retail / food & beverage 
concessions. 

At ground level, an arrivals corridor connects 
passengers back to the main terminal, via a generous 
lift and escalator core. Plant, operational areas 
& some staff accommodation are also provided; 
interfacing directly with the external apron.

T2 pier east
A single storey link will connect passengers to the 
T2 Pier East which serves a further six MARS stands. 
The proposed pier design and configuration will 
match that provided by T2 Pier West.

Circulation & accessibility
Level access is proposed to all departure gates & 
lounge areas within T2 Piers West & East. 

For access to the aircraft, passengers cross a 
fixed link bridge to a vertical circulation node which 
provides a lift & stair, taking passengers to the apron 
level.

In view of the current and anticipated future airline mix 
it is not expected that airbridges (movable connectors 
between aircraft and pier for passenger boarding) 
will be required. However the proposed design of the 
piers safeguards the provision of airbridges should 
they be needed at any point in the future.

In the context of the current site usage, the proposed 
Terminal 2 pier west will fall within the existing airfield 
site; extending from the south of the surface car 
parking, towards the taxiway. The majority of the 
Terminal pier east is also located over the existing 
airfield, to the west of the current fire training ground. 
The connecting link of the east pier back to the 
proposed main terminal sits within the far south- 
western area of Wigmore Valley Park.

The proposed area of the piers is approximately 
26,000m2 and they are to be constructed on top of an 
existing landfill site (further discussed within zone 1).

The piers are to be located to the south of the 
proposed new Terminal 2 building and extend into 
the proposed airfield layout.

Proposed
The primary function of a pier is to service aircraft 
contact stands; extending from the terminal to deliver 
departing passengers to their aircraft and arriving 
passengers back to the terminal.

It is proposed that the new Terminal 2 will incorporate 
two piers, directly interfacing with the Terminal 2 
building.

Key criteria, influencing the proposed design are as 
follows:
• Requirements and proposed area are driven

by industry guidelines (including IATA Airport
Development Reference Manual), statutory
requirements and successful precedents;

• Servicing aircraft effectively through provision
of a layout with adequate space for vehicle
manoeuvring;

• Minimal & safe pedestrian routes at apron level;
• Future flexibility of internal pier layout;
• Sustainable design; and
• High quality experience for passengers.

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing

Proposed western and eastern piers
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan

SURFACE PARKINGThe DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the 
Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed Plot area:       ~7,100m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~6m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +163m (+- 0.75m)

• Existing Ground Level +152.5m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +157.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~1,470m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~245m2

 COACH STATION

 SUB ZONE 3.4

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3 Proposed New Century Park 1:2500 @ A3

E=512576E=512576
N=221883N=221883

E=512608E=512608
N=221744N=221744

+157m+157m

+152.5m+152.5m

E=512687E=512687
N=221768N=221768

E=512638E=512638
N=221928N=221928

Plot Boundary
Proposed building

Key :

+152.5m+152.5m
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TERMINAL 2 MSCP

COACH STATION

SITE: USE & CONTEXT

Existing

In the context of the current site for the proposed 
Coach Station would fall within the existing Wigmore 
Valley Park, located east of the existing terminal and 
north of the current fire training ground. The proposed 
area of the Coach Station is approximately 7,100m2 
and is constructed on top of an existing landfill site 
(further discussed within zone 1).

Located to the north/east of the new terminal, 
the Coach Station will be formed at a level of 
approximately 4.5m above the existing ground level.

Within the context of the current New Century Park 
application that has been recommended for 
approval, the footprint of the proposed Coach 
Station is within the proposed parking area.

Proposed Design...

The Coach Station is contained within zone 3 and is 
located east of the proposed drop-off zone and  
Terminal 2  DART station, all of which are integrated 
and connected by the Terminal 2 Plaza Zone. The 
coach station will provide additional capacity to assist 
public transport growth for the airport. Its location is 
convenient to the proposed CPAR access road that 
will provide connectivity into the Coach station and 
its surrounding areas.

The Coach Station will provide additional stands, all 

of which will be at an oblique angle to the kerb to 
facilitate easy one way access and egress for 
coaches. Running along the length of the front of 
the stands it is anticipated that a canopy 
structure will be incorporated along the length of the 
stands to protect passengers from the external 
elements.

This would intuitively flow into the terminal 
building through the Terminal 2 Plaza zone. 
Facilities within the Coach Station are 
anticipated to provide a waiting area with food and 
beverage available.

The Coach Station provides passengers with the 
option to buy their onward tickets to surrounding 
areas. 

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements.

Indicative sketch Coach Station

Indicative layout Coach Station
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan

The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the 
Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed Plot area:

• Proposed Building height:
 ~37,470m2       

~23m
• Proposed External AOD Level:

• Existing Ground Level

• Proposed DCO Ground Level

• Proposed maximum volume:

• Proposed Building GEA:

+180m (+- 0.75m)

+153.5m

+156.5m

~TBC

~N/A

 DROP OFF ZONE

 SUB ZONE 3.5

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3 Proposed New Century Park 1:2500 @ A3

HOTEL

COACH COACH 
STATIONSTATION

PLAZA

E=512337E=512337
N=221740N=221740

TERMINAL 2E=512360E=512360
N=221700N=221700

E=512609E=512609
N=221775N=221775

E=512381E=512381
N=221910N=221910

Plot Boundary
Proposed building

Key :

+156.5m+156.5m

+153.5m+153.5m +153.5m+153.5m
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SITE: USE & CONTEXT

Existing

In the context of the current site , the proposed Drop 
of Zone (DOZ) would largely fall within the existing 
Wigmore Valley park and also a proportion of the 
existing long stay car park, located east of Terminal 
1 and north of the current fire training ground. The 
proposed area of the Drop off  Zone is approximately 
37,470m2 and is constructed on top of an existing 
landfill site (further discussed within Zone 1 of this 
Appendix).

Located to the north of the new terminal, the DOZ 
will be formed at a level of approximately 3m above 
the existing ground level.

Within the context of the current New Century 
Park planning application that has been 
recommended for consent, the footprint of the 
proposed DOZ is within the proposed parking 
area and is formed at a level of 153.5m. 

Proposed Design

The Drop of Zone is contained within Zone 3 of 
the Proposed Development and is located north of 
the 

existing terminal. The purpose of the DOZ is to 
provide an access route for both private and 
public forms of transport to primarily drop off 
passengers and employees to the front of the 
terminal. This zone will join to the new airport road 
network that will primarily be connected to the 
newly constructed Century Park Access Road 
(CPAR) (further discussed within the Surface 
Access Strategy).

The DOZ will be constructed at ground level and 
situated below the MSCP, providing access to the 
short term MSCP and passenger pick and 
providing pick up and drop off facility.  

The proposed DOZ has been designed in such a 
way to allow the scheme to be phased to suit both 
the capacity requirements and the construction 
phasing, all of which have been coordinated with 
the wider Proposed Development and non DCO 
works.

Reference design

The DOZ provides segregated routes for access 
to the multi storey car park and passengers drop off 
(for private vehicles, coaches and taxis).

To encourage a more sustainable form of transpor-
tation, cycle bays will be integrated as part of the 
design giving employees the option of cycling. 

Dedicated footpaths and crossings will be 
provided to ensure all pedestrians are segregated 
from all vehicles.

Approximately 90 cars, 10 coaches and 30 taxis 
will be provided as part of the design. 

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements.

Indicative sketch of Drop Off Zone

Indicative layout of Drop Off Zone
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan

The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the 
Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed Plot area:       ~7,800m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~N/A

• Proposed External AOD Level: +180m (+- 0.75m)

• Proposed maximum volume: ~N/A

• Existing Ground Level +154.0m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +158.5m

• Proposed Building GEA: ~7,800m2

 TERMINAL 2 PLAZA 

 SUB ZONE 3.6 

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3 Proposed New Century Park 1:2500 @ A3

E=512360E=512360
N=221700N=221700

E=512369E=512369
N=221671N=221671

+158.5m+158.5m

+154m+154m
+154+154

HOTEL

E=512618E=512618
N=221747N=221747

E=512609E=512609
N=221775N=221775

Plot Boundary 
Proposed Plaza 

Key :
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Indicative sketch of the terminal 2 plaza

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing

In the context of the current site usage, the proposed 
Terminal 2 Plaza Zone will fall within the existing 
Wigmore Valley Park and interfaces with part of the 
ex-isting long stay car park, located east of the 
existing terminal and north of the current fire training 
ground. The proposed area of the Terminal 2 Plaza is 
approximately7,800m2 and is constructed on top of 
an existing landfill site (further discussed within zone 
1).

Located to the north of the new terminal, the Terminal 
2 Plaza zone will be formed at a level of approximately 
4.5m above the existing ground level.

Within the context of the current New Century Park 
planning application recommended for approval, the 
footprint of the proposed plaza is within the proposed 
parking area.

Proposed Design

The Terminal 2 Plaza Zone is contained within zone 
3 and is located between Drop Off Zone (sub zone 
3.5) and the Terminal 2 building (sub zone 3.1), 
providing a dedicated pedestrian zone. This 
provides a throughflow for passengers and 
employees access-ing/egressing the terminal to a 
central circulation area and also providing access 
to the coach station (located to the east) and Luton 

DART station (located to the west).

A key operational requirement for the Terminal 2 
Plaza is to provide the minimum 30m exclusion zone 
to sfeguard against a potential blast risk.

As well as integrating operational requirements within 
this zone, the Terminal 2 Plaza Zone will also 
incorporate food and beverage outlets, a hard and 
soft-landscape environment and seating area, all 
with the aim of improving passenger experience.

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements.

Indicative layout of the terminal 2 plaza
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DART TERMINAL 2 STATION AND TUNNEL EXTENSION 
SUB-ZONE 3.7 

 
 

 

 
The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the Proposed Development 

    will be built. 
  
Sub-zone 3.7 will feature a new Direct Air-Rail Transit (DART) station servicing Terminal 2, and a new  
tunnel extension from the Terminal 1 DART Station (currently under construction).   
This tunnel extension and new station will provide a quick and reliable public transport link from 
Luton Airport Parkway railway station to the new Terminal 2. 
  

  

Parameters for consent 
 
• Proposed Plot area:  ~4,200 m2  (Station) + 9,200 m2  (Tunnel) 

• Proposed maximum volume:  ~2,800 m3  (Above Ground) 

• Proposed Building GEA:  ~1,000 m2 

• Existing Ground Level, AOD:  +156.00 m   
• Proposed Ground Level, AOD: +153.00 m  
• Proposed Building Height:        ~5m 

 

 
 

  
 
 

 
  

 
 

  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
       

  
 
  

  
  
  

  
  
   

   
  

  

    

  

  

Proposed Site of  
Luton DART Terminal 2 Station 

Proposed Site of 
Luton DART Terminal 2 Station 

Existing - Site Location Plan 

Proposed – Site Location Plan 

Proposed Site Plan 1:1500 @ A3 

 
 
Plot Boundary 
Proposed DART Extension 

TAXIWAY 
FOXTROT 

TAXIWAY 
DELTA 

DART EXTENSION 
TUNNEL 

TERMINAL 1 
DART STATION 

TERMINAL 2 
DART STATION 

TERMINAL 2 

MSCP / FORECOURT 
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SITE: USE & CONTEXT

Existing 
The proposed DART station is located in the 
vicinity of the current long stay car park. The 
proposed tunnel extension is located just to the 
east of the Terminal 1 station and will extend east 
under existing taxiways. The station will have a 
floor area of approximately 4,200m2, with the bulk of 
the station volume occupying levels below ground, 
and a small portion of the station occupying an 
area of former landfill. The tunnel, approximately 
9,200m2, will be entirely below ground. 

Construction of the first part of the Luton DART 
system is underway and due to open in 2021.  

Proposed 
Included in Zone 3, the new T2 DART station will 
provide passengers with a public transport link 
from Luton Parkway Station to Terminal 2.  
The proposed Luton DART extension will feature an 
approximately 500m long tunnel extension from 
Terminal 1 below existing taxiways and the new 
Terminal 2 apron, and it will terminate at a new 
station adjacent to Terminal 2.  
Both the tunnel and the Terminal 2 DART station 
will operate as landside facilities and have no direct 
airside connection. 

The bulk of the station, including platform areas 
and the maintenance area (to be relocated from 
Terminal 1 DART station) will be below ground, with 
only the station entrance, key station operational 
buildings and skylights above ground. Additional 
train cars will be added to the system in order to 
increase system passenger capacity to meet 
forecast demand. 
The Luton DART extension is aligned with the 
overall airport strategy to promote public transport. 
The extension will provide a quick and reliable 
option for passengers and enable the rail mode 
share targets. 
road.   

A 

Reference design 
The Terminal 2 Luton DART station design has 
been developed in keeping with the style of the 
Luton DART Parkway and Terminal 1 stations, as 
well as design standards for a semi-open station 
and the operational and maintenance 
requirements of the system.  
In particular, consideration has been given to 
evacuation methodology, waiting areas, platform 
areas, safety and security, passenger flow and 
circulation, vertical transport including escalators, 
stairs, lifts, and ramps, and accessibility.  
The Luton Terminal 2 DART station will be 
accessed from the Terminal 2 forecourt plaza. 
Access for passengers with reduced or impaired 
mobility is provided through lifts and escalators, as 
well as wide station platforms. 
Access for staff and maintenance crew can be 
achieved via the service road that will continue to 
Terminal 2. Parking for maintenance crew adjacent 
to the maintenance access hatch will be provided 
with parking bays. 
Access for emergency services will be provided via 
the service road.  

Artist’s Impression – Entrance to Terminal 2 DART station Artist’s Impression –Terminal 2 DART station platform 
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan

190 C
AR SPACES

+152.85m

+152.5m +152.5m

+155.5m

The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the
Proposed Development will be built.

Reference will be made to sub zone 4.3, Emergency Vehicle Assembly.

Parameters for consent 
• Proposed Plot area: ~7,700m2

• Proposed Building height: ~12m 

• Proposed External AOD Level: +165m (+- 0.75m)

• Existing Ground Level +155.5

• Proposed DCO Ground Level: +153.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~9.170m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~2.645m2

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3 Proposed New Century Park 1:2500 @ A3

E=512233
N=221711

E=512358
N=221656

+153m

+155.5m

E=512372
N=221660

E=512358
N=221749

Plot Boundary
Proposed building

Key :
+152m

E=512334
N=221680

E=512350
N=221628

E=512402
N=221641

E=512391
N=221678

SERVICE YARD / ENERGY CENTRE

 SUB ZONE 3.8 / 3.9

~2115m2

   N/A

   N/A

+155.0m

+152.0m

   N/A

   N/A

SERVICE YARD
(SUB ZONE 3.8)

ENERGY CENTRE 
(SUB ZONE 3.9)

4.3

3.9

3.8

4.3

3.9

3.8

4.3

3.9

3.8
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KEY

Office

BOH

Circulation / Cores

Plant

Toilets / Changing Rooms

Welfare

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing

The proposed Energy Centre and Service Yard are 
located within the same vicinity and set east of the 
existing Terminal 1 building. Within the existing site, 
the proposed assets sit over the  long stay 
car park. The relocation of the parking is discussed 
further as part of chapter 4 of the SDCR.

In the context of the Proposed Development, these 
two assets will be adjacent to the existing 
terminal and short stay multi storey car park.

Proposed Design
Energy Centre 

The Energy Centre would consist of three units 
containing internal plant rooms to house new heat 
generation plant and external compound areas for 
chiller plant. Current technologies considered are 
ground source heat pumps and efficient chiller 
water cooling systems. The proposed 
development will be set at an average level of 
153m above sea level with an AOD of 165m.

The building will be double height stand-
alone type and positioned within the 
vicinity of the new terminal building. The 
building geometry and façade will be 
detailed and aligned with the new 
surrounding building philosophy to help it 
blend into the local infrastructure effectively.

The proposed height (approx. 12m) will not appear 
disproportionate to adjacent operational buildings 
and delivers efficient enclosure of the operational 
requirements.

Service Yard

The Service Yard would provide a controlled 
access into the basement of Terminal 2. This area 
allows for de-liveries to be processed and stored. 
Also sufficient space would be provided for vehicle 
maneuvering.

Direct access into the terminal will be provided 
via a ramp underneath the terminal building. An 
integral part of the scheme will be to incorporate 
the neces-sary security checks to process 
deliveries into the terminal as part of the design.

General
Within the vicinity of the two assets, the 
Emergency Vehicle Assembly area (ref sub zone 4.3) 
has been located to provide a designated area for 
emergency vehicles during emergencies. This area 
will be vacant at all times.

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements.

Indicative sketch Energy Centre 

Indicative layout Energy Centre
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C4 Zone 4 Support facilities 

This section contains the following sub zone descriptions; 

Zone Sub zone 
reference Sub zone name 

Zone 4 

Sub zone 4.1 De-icing Equipment / Glycol Storage (described in sub zone 3.8) 

Sub zone 4.2 Police Station 

Sub zone 4.3 Emergency Vehicle Assembly (described in Zone 3.8) 

Sub zone 4.4 Four Star Hotel 

Sub zone 4.5 Airside Security and Access 

Sub zone 4.6 Airport Operations 

Sub zone 4.7 Ground Operations / Logistics 

Sub zone 4.8 Cargo / Catering Centre 

Sub zone 4.9 Airport Operations and Maintenance 

Sub zone 4.10 Hangar A 

Sub zone 4.11 Hangar B 

Sub zone 4.12 Hangar C 

Sub zone 4.13 New Fuel Farm (incl. connection and pipeline) 

Sub zone 4.14 Sub zone reference not used 

Sub zone 4.15 Existing Fuel Farm Site 

Sub zone 4.16 Attenuation tank 

Sub zone 4.17 Water Treatment Plant 

Sub zone 4.18 Infiltration Tank / Permeable Paving 

Sub zone 4.19 New Short Stay MSCP (Multi-Storey Car Park) 

Sub zone 4.20 New Long Stay Car Park 

Sub zone 4.21 Staff Car Park (displaced by CPAR) 

Sub zone 4.22 Car Park A (known as Tiered car park) 

Sub zone 4.23  Car Park B (known as Trailer car park) 

Sub zone 4.24 Car Park C (known as Mid-stay car park) 
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan

T340

The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the 
Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed Plot area:       ~4,835m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~11m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +165m (+- 0.75 m)

• Existing Ground Level +140m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +154m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~10,323m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~2,115m2

 POLICE STATION

 SUB ZONE 4.2

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3 Proposed New Century Park 1:2500 @ A3

PLAZA

Plot Boundary
Proposed building

Key :

N=221708N=221708

N=221786N=221786

N=221689N=221689

N=221773N=221773

E=512781E=512781

E=512757E=512757

E=512729E=512729

E=512704E=512704

+154.0m+154.0m

+140m+140m ++N140m/
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HOTELTERMINAL 2 POLICE STATION

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing

In the context of the current site usage, the proposed 
Police station will fall within the existing Wigmore 
Valley Park, located east of the existing terminal and 
north of the current fire training ground. The proposed 
area of the Police Station is approximately 4,835m2 
and is constructed on top of an existing landfill site 
(further discussed within zone 1).

Located to the east of Terminal 2, the Police station 
would be built approximately 14m above the 
existing ground level.

Within the context of the current New Century 
Park application that has been recommended for 
approval, the footprint of the proposed Police 
Station remains within the Wigmore Valley Park area 
and is formed at a level of 154.0m. 

Proposed Design

The location of the proposed Police Station is 
contained within Zone 4 and located adjacent to 
the airport operational zone and west of the long 
stay car park, which is at a platform level  
approximately 25m lower. Its position is within 
close proximity to Terminal 2, allowing an 
accessible and close route to the terminal 
building and associated support facilities. 
Accessibility into the station is via the internal airport 
road network, which provides two forms of access in 
and out of the Police Station to maintain the 
required resilience to safely operate the facility. 

Positioned landside within the Proposed 
Development, the Police station is also within close 
proximity to the airside/landside security post, which 
allows for access to the wider airport environment.

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements.

Indicative sketch Police station

Indicative layout Police station
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan

SH
U
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The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the 
Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed Plot area:       ~11,700 m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~22m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +178 m (+- 0.75 m)

• Existing Ground Level +151m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +156.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~47,600 m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~10,818 m2

• 

 FOUR STAR HOTEL

 SUB ZONE 4.4

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3 Proposed New Century Park 1:2500 @ A3

Plot Boundary
Proposed building

Key :

N=221801N=221801

N=221920N=221920

N=221878N=221878

N=221774N=221774

E=512753E=512753

E=512650E=512650

E=512621E=512621

E=512653E=512653

+156.0m+156.0m

+151m+151m
+151m+151m
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COACH STATION

SITE, USE & CONTEXT
Existing

In the context of the current site usage, the proposed 
Hotel will fall within the existing Wigmore Valley Park, 
located east of the existing terminal and north of 
the current fire training ground. The proposed area 
of the Hotel site is approximately 11,700m2 and is 
constructed on top of an existing landfill site (further 
discussed within zone 1)

Located to the east of the new terminal, the hotel 
will be built at a level of approximately formed 4.5m 
above the existing ground level.

Within the context of the current New Century 
Park application that has been recommended for 
approval, the footprint of the hotel overlaps the 
proposed parking area at 152.5 and the perimeter 
slopes to existing landfill site. 

Proposed Design

The hotel area is contained within zone 4 of the 
proposed development and is located east of the 
existing terminal. The new hotel would provide 
additional hotel capacity in response to the 
increase number of passengers forecast with the 
airport growth. The hotel capacity is aligned with 
the Luton Local Plan 2011-2013 that evidenced the 
demand for hotel capacity within the Strategic 
Airport Allocation.

Reference Design

The reference design has been undertaken to 
demonstrate the scale of building required to 
provide the proposed requirements of a 4 star 
hotel. This includes  an accommodation mix based 
on provision of single rooms (standard double 
bed), double rooms (two twin beds), family rooms 
(two rooms connected) and junior suites. Other 
facilities will include a restaurant with bar/lounge 
as well as conference/meeting facilities and a 
fitness centre/spa.

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements.

Indicative sketch of the  four star hotel

Indicative layout of the  four star hotel
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Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan

Key
Existing perimeter fence

Airside – landside boundary*

Proposed perimeter fence

Proposed vehicle access control post

Proposed emergency crash gate

Existing emergency crash gate

*Airside/Landside boundary defined by perimeter fence and external
envelope or internal configuration of airport buildings

Sub zone 4.5 will be developed to provide provisions and facilities for security
purposes appropriate for the consent sought by the DCO. The DCO will not cover detailed 
design but sets out the parameters within which the Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed additional Vehicle Control Point (VCP) plot area: ~2,100m2

• Proposed additional perimeter fence: ~1,635m

• Proposed additional acoustic fence: ~708.0m

• Proposed additional landside boundary

inside proposed building: ~420.0m

• Proposed additional emergency gate: 1 No.

AIRSIDE SECURITY AND ACCESS
SUB ZONE 4.5

Existing – Fencing and gate to be relocated

Proposed – Fencing, VCP and relocated gate location plan
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The height of the security fence line will be 
approximately 2.8m and may be installed with a 
cranked top. In some areas of the airfield there may 
be a requirement for an acoustic fence. This acoustic 
fence will be located outside the security fence 
allowing a 3m clearance between the two fence lines.  

The airside perimeter road, where provided, will be 
9m wide if used by service vehicles (e.g. fuel tankers) 
or 4m wide with passing places if used only for 
security purposes. 

Vehicle control point (VCP)
With the proposed expansion to the east, an 
additional 24-hour manned control access point will 
be required in the vicinity of the new terminal and 
apron area to support access to and from the airfield.

The proposed VCP will require an area of 
approximately 95m x 25m, comprising a two-lane 
entry (2 x 6.5m) and one-lane exit (5m), two layby 
areas, a control checkpoint facility (area 108 sqm), 
security barriers (6 no.) and pedestrian accesses. The 
facility will require power, communications, potable 
water and foul drainage connections to support the 
security accommodation.

The existing security fence around the operational 
airport is currently approximately 8,600m long. 

There are a number of existing vehicle controlled 
access points into the airfield namely: 
• a manned two lane in/one lane out control point

to the west of the airfield providing access to and
from Percival Way.

• a control point adjacent to the cargo area at the
north of the existing airfield providing access to
and from President Way.

• an access gate located at the end of Airport
Approach Road adjacent to the Signature Flight
Support building.

• an access gate located next to the fire station
used as the emergency services Rendezvous
Point (RVP).

There are also a number of uncontrolled access 
gates around the perimeter of the airfield. 

A rendezvous point for external emergency vehicles 
to access the airfield during an incident to support 
the airfield emergency services is located adjacent 
to the existing fire station.

There is access to the airside environment for staff via 
controlled security points within the existing terminal 
building. Some of the existing maintenance hangars 
and general aviation buildings also have airside 
access within them. 

Proposed
The security at the airfield needs to be in accordance 
with the requirements of EASA and be designed 
with a sufficient number of control gates to allow 
the airport to operate efficiently. The airside parts of 
the development need to be surrounded by security 
fencing with entrances as required. 

There will be a 6m wide security strip, approximately 
level and free from either hardstandings or utilities 
(except those crossing the boundary) with the 
security fence located centrally in this strip. 

Rendezvous point
The existing rendezvous point (RVP) located adjacent 
to the existing fire station covering a footprint of 
~85m2 is to be retained as the main RVP for the 
airport.

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing

Typical security fenceline                Street view © 2019 Google Typical acoustic fenceline           Street view © 2019 Google

Proposed vehicle control point
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan
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The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the 
Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed Plot area:       ~22,430 m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~16 m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +170m (+- 0.75 m)

• Existing Ground Level +151.0m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +154.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~131,280 m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~11,470 m2

 AIRPORT SUPPORT BUILDINGS

 SUB ZONES 4.6 / 4.7 / 4.8

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3 Proposed New Century Park 1:2500 @ A3

E=512596E=512596
N= 221740N= 221740

E=512647E=512647
N=221584N=221584

+154.0m+154.0m

+151m+151m +N/A+N/A

Plot Boundary
Proposed building

Key :

E=512704E=512704
N= 221773N= 221773

E=512815E=512815
N=221635N=221635
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SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing

In the context of the current site usage, the 
proposed airport support buildings will fall within 
the existing Wigmore Valley Park, located east of 
the existing terminal and north of the current fire 
training ground. The proposed area of the airport 
support buildings 

is approximately 22,430m2. They are constructed
on top of an existing landfill site (further discussed 
within zone 1).

This section explains the functionality of these 
buildings and their integration with the proposed 
development.

Located to the east of the new terminal, the 
airport support buildings will be formed at a level 
approximately 1.5m above the highest existing 
ground level.

The footprint of the proposed airport support 
buildings area overlaps the proposed parking area 
of the New Century Park proposals, the perimeter 
embankments and existing landfill. 

Proposed Design

The airport support buildings area is contained 
within zone 4 of the development and is located 
east of the existing terminal. The airport support 
buildings sit across the airside/landside security 
boundary providing an interface for the functions 
required to support and make use of the airfield 
activities. This zone will join to the new airport 
road network that will primarily be connected to 
the newly construct-ed Century Park Access Road 
(CPAR) (further dis-cussed within the Surface 
Access Strategy).

The airport support buildings will be a series of 
buildings that will respond to the business need to 
sup-port airfield operations, up to 16m high the 
industrial commercial units will include high bay 
storage, vehi-cle parking and charging facilities 
with appropriate support, welfare, training and office 
accommodation.  Cargo BuildingGround Operations BuildingAirport Logistics and Operations Building

Indicative layout
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HOTELPOLICE 

TERMINAL 2PIERS

AIRPORT LOGISTICSTERMINAL 2

HOTELTERMINAL 2

POLICE STATION

COACH STATION

CONTROL POINT

Ground Handling Building

Airport Logistics and Operations

Cargo Building

Indicative sketches

The proposed airport support buildings has been 
designed in such a way to will allow the scheme 
to be phased to suit both the capacity 
requirements and construction phasing, all of 
which have been coordinated with the wider 
Proposed Development. 

Reference Design

The reference design undertaken is representative 
of the appropriate functions identified above, these 
include:

•A cargo centre, for processing of goods to and
from the airport.
•Ground operations building, for accommodation
of staff and vehicles that support the airfield 
operations in servicing the arriving and departing 
aircraft.

•Airport logistics building, general use support

facility to provide staff accommodation and 
storage and maintenance facilities for airside 
vehicles. 

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements.
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan

190 C
AR SPACES

The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the
airport expansion will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed Plot area:       ~10,225m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~12m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +161m (+- 0.75m)

• Existing Ground Level +149.0m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +149.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~22,128m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~2,976m2

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3 Proposed New Century Park 1:2500 @ A3

E=512144
N=221906

E=512199
N=221855

+149m

+149m

E=512294
N=221899

E=512229
N=221982

Plot Boundary
Proposed building

Key :

 AIRPORT OPS & MAINTENANCE 

 SUB ZONE 4.9

+149m
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SITE: USE & CONTEXT

Existing

The site covers approximately 10,225 sqm where the 
ground level is currently +149.00 circa. The existing 
site includes a recycling centre and overlaps with an 
area of staff car parking.

Proposed Design

The maintenance building is contained within Zone 
4 of the proposed development and is located north 
east of the existing terminal. 

This industrial building accommodates two key 
support operations for the airport. The first is the 
motor transport department responsible for the 
maintenance of a range of operational vehicles 
and the second is the technical services 
department with storage facilities and workshops 
to support the servicing and maintenance of the 
airport operational buildings. The building 
accommodates these functions with the provision 
of a two storey zone to accommodate offices, 
training rooms and welfare facilities.

The service yard makes provision for the full range 
of vehicles to be maintained with appropriate 
provisions for staff car parking and service vehicle 
access.

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements.

Indicative sketch

Indicative layout
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

+154m+154m

+153m

Plot Boundary
Proposed building

Key :

 HANGAR A , B & C

 SUB ZONE 4.10 / 4.11 /4.12

E=511687E=511687
N=221723N=221723

E=511735E=511735
N=221682N=221682

E=511901E=511901

E=511847E=511847

N=221872N=221872

N=221913N=221913

HANGAR B

HANGAR A

HANGAR C

Our DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the
airport expansion will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed Plot area:       ~17,110m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~29m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +183m (+- 0.75m)

• Existing Ground Level +153.0m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +154.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~316,800m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~14,400m2

HANGAR A

HANGAR B

HANGAR C

++
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Indicative sketch of typical hangar

Indicative layout of typical hangar

SITE, USE & CONTEXT

Proposed

Included in Zone 4, Support Facilities, Hangars A, B, 
and C will replace 4 buildings; they will be part 
of a complex of three new hangars supporting 
aviation maintenance operations and will include 
new dedicated stands in the Luton Terminal 
1 North Apron. The proposed development will be 
set at an average level of 154m above sea level, 
with an AOD of 183m.

Developed as warehouse spaces dedicated to the 
maintenance of Code C aircraft, the hangars will 
include provision for staff car parking. A floor 
with offices and welfare facilities is provided 
within the volume of the warehouse.

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements.
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Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan

Proposed fuel 
storage facility

Proposed fuel 
storage facility

Proposed 
pipeline 
connection 
facility

Proposed 
pipeline

Fuel bowser parking

Ancillary building and parking Fuel tanker parking
Access / security point

Fuel distribution 
infrastructure Storage tanks

Sub zones 4.13 and 4.15 will be developed to provide fuel delivery, storage and distribution capabilities 
at the airport appropriate for the consent sought by the DCO. The DCO will not cover detailed design but 
sets out the parameters within which the Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent Fuel Storage Pipline Conection 

Facility  Facility

• Proposed plot area: ~16,500m2  ~460m2

• Proposed external AOD level: ~+125.0m ~+135.0m 

• Proposed maximum volume: ~264,000m3 ~1,840m3

• Proposed ancillary building area: ~200m2 ~N/A

• Proposed maximum height: ~16.0m  ~4.0m

FUEL DELIVERY, STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION
SUB ZONES 4.13 AND 4.15

Proposed – fuel storage facility - plan

Proposed fuel storage facility
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• four large fuel storage tanks, with a combined
capacity of 20,000,000 litres, for settling, storage
and backup purposes with heights in the region
of 16m;

• a fuel interface tank, to isolate any contaminants
from on the fuel intake before it reaches the main
storage tank, with a capacity of 1,000,000 litres
and a height in the region of 13m;

• ancillary building with a footprint of 200m2 for
administrative use; and

• an area for fuel bowsers and road tankers to park

Landside access to the new fuel storage facility will 
be provided for general use of the facility, along with 
an emergency access track from the airside road 
network.

The new fuel storage facility will be designed in 
accordance with The Dangerous Substances and 
Explosive Atmospheres Regulations (DSEAR).

There are two fuel delivery options available to 
supply fuel from the new fuel storage facility to the 
existing fuel filling facility. These options are as 
follows:

• to continue to supply the existing fuel filling facility
by road tankers (approximately 38 road tankers
a day) as per the current operation, but with the
improvement that the road tankers would only
need to travel from the new fuel storage facility,
rather than from off-site;

• to connect the existing fuel filling facility to the new
fuel storage facility by pipeline (approximately
2250m long) crossing the existing taxiways,
stands and the Luton DART tunnel.

Safety
As part of the planning process, the project team 
commissioned a review of the proposed storage 
capacity against the requirements of the Control of 
Major Accident Hazards (COMAH) Regulations 2015. 
As a result of the assessment along with lessons 
learned from the Buncefield Incident that occurred 
in December 2005, mitigations recommended in the 
design of the new fuel storage facility include high-
integrity independent tank overfill protection systems 
and the installation of Remotely Operated Shut Off 
Valves (ROSOV) in the fuel transfer pipelines and 
storage tanks.

Fuel for the future
There is a push in aviation to move to the use of 
fuel blends by mixing the current Jet-A fossil fuel 
used in aviation with a bio-fuel.  This is in line with 
the EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), Carbon 
Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International 
Aviation (CORSIA) and other voluntary or mandatory 
fuel efficiency schemes. The percentage of blends is 
expected to reach up to 50% in the next 20 years. It is 
assumed that the fuel will arrive at the new fuel facility 
having already been blended. Therefore, no blending 
plant has been provided for within the proposed new 
fuel facility.

SITE, USE & CONTEXT
Existing
Aviation fuel is delivered by road tankers to the 
existing fuel storage facility which is located landside 
to the west of London Luton Airport on Percival Way. 
The fuel is then dispensed into fuel bowsers which 
transport the fuel to the aircraft via a security gate 
which gives access to the airfield.

The existing fuel storage facilities have a storage 
capacity of 5,400,000 litres over two adjacent sites, 
operated by two fuel companies.

Proposed
The forecast growth at London Luton Airport will 
require a new larger fuel storage facility than exists. 

Storage
The new fuel storage facility will be provided 
landside to the east of the site, with a ground level 
approximately 27m below the proposed apron level. 
The new fuel storage facility will consist of the 
following:

Delivery
There are two fuel delivery options available to meet 
the increased fuel demand: either to increase road 
tanker deliveries (approximately 68 road tankers a 
day) to meet the required fuel demand, or to 
connect the new fuel storage facility to an existing 
national fuel delivery pipeline to the east of London 
Luton Airport. 

The preferred option is a connection between the 
new fuel storage facility and the existing national fuel 
delivery pipeline, thereby significantly reducing the 
number of road tankers using the local and 
national highways, and consequently reducing 
congestion and emissions.

We intend to expand the airport without 
substantial building on land designated as green 
belt. However, the proposed connection to the 
national fuel pipeline to the east of the airport will 
require the construction of a permanent connection 
facility of approximately 460m2. This would comprise 
of a fenced hardstanding area with above ground 
pipework and valves for maintenance and 
operational purposes connected to the local road 
network via a single access track. There may also 
be a requirement for a maintenance building near 
the point of connection. The national fuel delivery 
pipeline route passes through the green belt, so 
any connection point needs to be located here.

Distribution
It is proposed that aviation fuel would be 
distributed to the aircraft on the new apron by a 
fuel pipeline direct from the storage facility to 
buried hydrant pits located on the aircraft stands.

As retro-fitting a fuel hydrant system into the 
existing apron would seriously adversely affect the 
operation of the airport, the preferred option is to 
continue to serve the existing terminal aircraft 
stands with fuel bowsers from a fuel filling facility 
at the location of the existing fuel storage facility.

Existing - Fuel storage facilities      Aerial Image ©2019 Google
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan

The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the 
Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed Plot area:       ~ 38,400m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~+126m 

• Proposed External AOD Level: +126m (+-1m)

• Existing Ground Level +131.0m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +123.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~115,200m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~38,400m2

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

FUEL FARM
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Plot Boundary

Key :

ATTENUATION TANK 

SUB ZONE 4.16
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Indicative Underground attenuation tank detail

SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing

The proposed attenuation tank is located to the east of 
the existing Fire Training Ground. The area of the 

attenuation tank is approximately 38,400m2 and
is constructed below ground so that surface area 
above the tank can be used for future parking areas. 
The topography is currently undulating, this area falls 
by up to 12m towards the south and east towards 
Winch Hill Lane.

Located to the east of the new terminal, the 
attenuation tank will be formed at a level approximately 
12m below the existing ground. 
The footprint of the attenuation tank is within the 
proposed long stay car park area.

Proposed Design

The attenuation tank is contained within zone 4. The 
attenuation tank is sized to hold 2 hours of the 1 in 
100 year rain event plus 40% additional flow, to 
account for climate change impact, to intercept run-
off from all areas directed towards the soakaway 
basin tanks that may contain high levels of 
contamination such as de-icing agents used for the 
runways during the winter period or in the event of 
severe pollutant spillages.  The water will be 
continuously monitored and potentially stored in 
the attenuation tank and re-routed to the water 
treatment plant until the level is safe to discharge 
back into the soakaway basin tanks. 

The attenuation tanks have been sized such that 
will generally remain dry, apart from severe storms 
events.

The airport expansion includes increasing the 
hard standing and impermeable areas resulting 
in an increase in surface water flow. The 
existing drainage system is already at maximum 
capacity and cannot accommodate any additional 
surface water increase. Some of the existing 
soakaways currently located within the airport 

will be removed as part of the expansion works. 
A new attenuation storage tank is necessary 
to avoid overloading the existing drainage 
network. The new drainage system will provide 
effective surface water drainage, ensuring the 
greatest degree of flood risk protection over the 
long term both within and downstream of the 
development and prevent pollution. 

The proposed attenuation tank can be accessed 
via the new road which also serves the new 
long stay car park, water treatment plant and 
the fuel farm. Access will be required for 
periodic maintenance. The proposed drainage 
system design is intended to reflect a sustainable 
approach to water management, and includes 
the following criteria:

•The run-off has been determined and includes the
surface water collected during a 1 in 100 year storm
plus a 40% additional allowance for climate
change effects. The first flush will be re-tained via
the attenuation tank for treatment through the water
treatment plant.

•Suitable upstream management consisting of
source control and continuous quality monitoring
and end of pipe treatment would maximise the use of
Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS).

•Interceptors are strategically positioned to
capture and contain the spread of fuels and oils,
which otherwise could become a hazard.

•Live monitoring of chemical loads and volumes will
ensure contaminated water is be diverted to the
water treatment plant.

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements.
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan
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T142
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The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the 
Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed Plot area:       ~17,250m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~18m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +140m (+-1m)

• Existing Ground Level +132.0m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +122.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~72,200m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~4,665m2

 WATER TREATMENT PLANT

 SUB ZONE 4.17

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

FUEL FARM
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SITE, USE & CONTEXT
Existing

The area of the Water Treatment Plant (WTP) covers 

approximately 17,250m2 and is constructed on top 
of an area of the existing arable farmland.

Located to the east of the new terminal building, the 
WTP will be formed at a level of approximately 
10m below the existing ground level, the proposed 
building height of the WTP is approximately 18m 
The footprint of the WTP is formed at a level of 
approximately 122m.

Proposed Design

The WTP is contained within zone 4 and is 
located east of the new aprons area on the edge 
of the airport perimeter.

The new WTP is proposed to treat both inflows from 
the foul water load at the new Terminal 2 (T2), from 
planes,from the contaminated runoff flows, from the 
aprons and from existing runway and taxiways.

Foul water will be collected from within the site via 
the drainage system and will flow into the WTP. It is 
estimated that the peak daily foul water flow from T2 
and the airfield would be 37 l/s, the peak foul water 
flow including surface water run-off treatment would 
be 242 l/s.

It has been assumed that the contaminated water 
run-off contains glycol, small amounts of aviation 
fuel, diesel, petrol, other hydrocarbon based 
compounds as well as salt and grit. There would 
be interceptors to monitor, process and retain any 
potential pollutants.

The run-off has been determined and includes the 
surface water collected during a 1 in 100 year 
storm plus 40% additional flow to account for 
climate change impact. It is considered that the 
first flush will be contained within the initial 2 hrs of 
such a storm shall be retained via an attenuation 
tank for treatment through the water treatment 
plant.     

London Luton Airport currently drains via a 
combination of discharge of public combined 
sewers. Thames Water (TW) have indicated that it 
is highly unlikely the existing local infrastructure at 
East Hyde Treatment Works, operated by TW, will be 
able to ac-cept additional sewage loading of this 
volume from the new expansion and therefore a 
new on-site WTP will be constructed to manage the 
addition load.

The new on-site WTP is proposed to treat the run-
off with the aim of reducing Biochemical Oxygen 
Demand (BOD), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), 
Ammoniacal Nitrogen (NH4-N) and Total Suspended 
Solids (TSS) to an acceptable level to be agreed 

with the Environmental Agency (EA). 
Dedicated surface parking for staff and tankers 
unloading foul water from aircraft will be provided in 
the immediate surroundings. 

A new access road will be constructed to serve the 
new water treatment plant and other facilities.

The proposed WTP is intended to reflect a 
sustainable approach to water quality and 
quantity. It is anticipated that the treated water 
from the WTP will discharge to the following 
locations:- 

•30% of the treated daily sewage for recycling into
grey water tanks located underneath T2.
•60% of the treated daily sewage inflow to the north
soakaway basin tank located underneath the new
parking area.
•10% of the untreated daily sewage inflow into the
TW network to be treated by the network, this is
subject to consent from TW.
•100% of treated surface water run-off will discharge
into one the proposed soakaways.

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements.

Indicative sketch of the Water Treatment Plant 

Indicative layout of the Water Treatment Plant
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan
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The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters within which the 
Proposed Development will be built.

Parameters for consent
• Proposed Plot area (permeable paving):          ~ 71,750m2

• Proposed Plot area (infiltration tanks): ~ 34,800m2

• Proposed Building height: ~N/A

• Proposed External AOD Level: +125m, +120m (+-1m)

• Existing Ground Level +130.0m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +129.0m

• Proposed maximum volume (infiltration tanks) ~90,480m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~106,550m2

 PERMEABLE PAVING / INFILTRATION BASINS

 SUB ZONE 4.18

Proposed Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3

Existing Site Plan 1:2500 @ A3
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N=221374N=221374
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Plot Boundary
Proposed building

Key :
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SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Existing

The area taken by the infiltration tanks covers 
approximately 34,800m2 and is constructed 
below ground so that surface areas above can 
be used for future parking areas or be 
reinstated back for other uses.

The area of the permeable paving will be 
approximately 71,750m2

The topography is currently  undulating, and 
falls up to 10m towards the south and east 
towards Winch Hill Lane.

Located to the east of the new terminal, the 
permeable paving storage and the infiltration 
basins will be formed at levels of 
approximately 12m and 5m respectively below 
the existing ground level.

Proposed Design

The infiltration basins and the permeable paving 
storage are contained within zone 4 and would 
be located underneath the proposed long stay 
car park , located circa 30m below the proposed 
Terminal 2 and apron level.

The proposed drainage strategy includes 
infiltration basin tanks to be 
constructed below ground so that surface 
areas above the tank can be used for 
future parking areas or can be reinstated 
back to grassland. Some of the proposed 
surface car park area will be constructed 
using permeable paving providing an 
opportunity to integrate Sustainable 
Drainage System (SuDS). 

The surface water run-off from the apron/
taxiway/stands/runway will have oil  
interceptors complete with appropriate

instrumentation to continuously monitor and 
potentially divert contaminated water to be 
stored in the attenuation tank and re-routed 
to the water treatment plant until the level is 
safe to discharge back into the infiltration 
basin tanks. 

From the geological data it is understood that the 
ground below the infiltration basin tanks 
comprises chalk bedrock deposits which are 
relatively permeable and ground investigations 
have indicated a characteristic infiltration rate 
of approximately 0.085 m/hr. The strategy is 
therefore based on the use of a suitable infiltration 
tank sized as a preferred Sustainable 
Drainage System (SuDS) technique for the 
management of runoff. The infiltration basins 
tanks offer a further 75,000m3 water 
storage designed to accommodate the 
1 in 100 year storm event plus a 40% 
allowance for climate change and would be 
positioned at the lower levels of the site. The 
proposed infiltration basin tanks will be 
located below ground removing the requirement 
for any open water and thus reducing the risks 
of bird strikes.

The infiltration basin tanks have been sized 
such that it will generally remain mostly dry, 
apart from severe storms events.

The existing surface water drainage system  
discharges into a combination of 
soakaways and infiltration basins. The airport 
expansion includes increasing the hard standing 
and impermeable areas resulting in a significant 
increase in surface water. The existing drainage 
system is already at maximum capacity and cannot 
accommodate any additional surface water 
increase. Some of the existing soakaways 
currently located within the airport will be 
removed due to the expansion and therefore a 
new SuDS drainage system is necessary 
to avoid overloading the existing drainage 
network. 

The proposed drainage system will provide 
effective surface water drainage, ensuring the 
greatest degree of flood risk protection over the 
long term both within and downstream of the 
development and prevent pollution. 

It is proposed that the infiltration basin tanks and 
permeable paving storage will be constructed below 
ground so that the surface area above the tank can 
be used for future parking areas for the 
development expansion.

A new road will be constructed to serve the new 
long stay car park, water treatment plant and the 
fuel farm, it will also service and maintain the 
infiltration basin tanks. The larger infiltration basin 
tank can be accessed via Winch Hill Lane.

The proposed drainage system design is 
intended to reflect a sustainable approach to water 
management, and includes the following criteria:-

• For increased resilience with the anticipated
increase in rain fall due to global warming, the
drainage arrangements are to be designed to
accommodate the 1 in 100 year storm plus a 40%
allowance for climate change.
• Permeable paving provided within the new
parking area to intercepts rain water where it falls
with water passing through the surface to voided
stone and then infiltrate into the ground.
• Suitable upstream management consisting
of source control and continuous quality monitoring
and end of pipe treatment would maximise the use
of SuDS.
• Petrol interceptors are strategically

positioned to capture and contain the spread of 
fuels and oils, which otherwise could become a 
hazard. 

• Live monitoring of chemical loads and
volumes allow contaminated water to be diverted
into the storage tanks.

The proposed design will comply with the latest 
airport design and security requirements. 
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Proposed Site

Proposed Site

Existing - Site Location Plan

Proposed - Site Location Plan

4.24

 AIRPORT PARKING

 SUB ZONE 4.19 / 4.20 / 4.21 / 4.22 / 4.23 / 4.24

SUB ZONE 4.19
• Proposed Plot area:       ~ 22,130m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~ 21.5m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +175m,  (+-1m)

• Existing Ground Level +153.5m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +153.5.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~ 1,427,385m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~ 66,390m2

4.19
4.20

4.21

4.23

4.22

4.19
4.20

4.21

4.23

4.22

SUB ZONE 4.20
• Proposed Plot area:       ~ 142,155m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~ 6m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +131m,  (+-1m)

• Existing Ground Level +125.0m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +125.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~ 67,680m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~ 142,155 + 11,280m2

SUB ZONE 4.21
• Proposed Plot area:       ~23,600m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~ 7m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +156.00m (+- 1)

• Existing Ground Level +148.0m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +149.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~ 83,300m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~ 23,600 +

11,900m2

SUB ZONE 4.22
• Proposed Plot area:       ~10,420m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~ 27m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +130.00m (+- 1)

• Existing Ground Level +110.0m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +103.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~ 184,410m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~ 6,830m2

The DCO will not cover detailed design, but sets out the parameters
within which the Proposed Development will be built.

Reference will be made to Sub Zone 1.8, provision of temporary Multy Story Car Park

Parameters for consent

4.24

SUB ZONE 4.24
• This is an existing parking.

SUB ZONE 4.23
• Proposed Plot area:       ~ 24,070m2

• Proposed Building height:       ~ 28m

• Proposed External AOD Level: +140m,  (+-1m)

• Existing Ground Level +128.0m

• Proposed DCO Ground Level +112.0m

• Proposed maximum volume: ~ 461,440m3

• Proposed Building GEA: ~ 16,480m2
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Scale 1:5000 @ A1

18 mppa ca. 2019 - PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT LAYOUT
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Scale 1:5000 @ A1

32 mppa ca. 2036 - PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT LAYOUT
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SITE: USE & CONTEXT
Scope/Existing/Proposed

The scope of the information contained 
captures the following sub zones.

• 1.8 – Location of the temporary
replacement long stay car park

• 4.19 -  Short stay Terminal 2 MSCP
• 4.20 – New long stay car park
• 4.21 – Staff parking displaced by CPAR

Phase 2

• 4.22 – Car park A MSCP, also known as
the Tiered car park

• 4.23 – Car Park B MSCP, also known as
the Trailer car park

• 4.24 – Car Park C, also known as mid
stay parking

The above parking locations identify both the 
permanent and interim parking for the Proposed 
Development. The strategy for parking is to 
develop on land that is within LLAL’s 
ownership. The identified sites accord with this.

Initially there will be a requirement to re-provide 
the loss of the existing long stay parking during the 
early stages of the preparatory works, which 
will mostly be temporarily located within the 
proposed New Century Park site as shown in 
sub-zone 1.8. The permanent parking strategy 
will provide a mix of both short term and long 
term parking options, which will be determined 
based on proximity to the Terminal 2 building. 

The type of parking provision proposed will be 
similar to the existing offer and covers:

• Short stay
• Medium stay
• Long stay

The short term car parking, located in sub zone 4.19, 
provides the closest car park to the new terminal, 
and is located above the drop of zone.

Long stay car parking is located at the two ends of 
the airport; towards the east, a newly 
constructed surface car park will be established 
circa 30m below the proposed Terminal 2 building 
level, providing car parking for airport 
passengers (located in sub zone 4.20). Car 
parks A and B (located in sub zone 
4.22/4.23) will provide a combination of staff, 
car hire and long stay parking provision within 
two multi story car parks. 

As part of our sustainability drive, we are 
proposing to integrate the use of photovoltaic 
panels within car parking canopy structures to 
generate a sustainable form of energy.

A table showing the existing and proposed 
parking provision is shown below left.

Indicative Sketch of Short Stay Multistory Car Park.Existing And Proposed Parking Provision.

Indicative Layout of Short Stay Multi-Storey Car Park.Example of Photovoltaic Panels as Part of Surface Parking

Drop off Zone

Multi Storey-Car Park
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Indicative Sketch of Car Park A Indicative Sketch of Car Park B

Indicative Layout of Car Park A Indicative Layout of Car Park B
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C5  Zone 5 Landscaping and habitat creation 

This section contains the following sub zone descriptions;  

Zone Sub zone 
reference Sub zone name 

Zone 5 

Sub zone 5.1 Terminal Entrance & Development 

Sub zone 5.2 Replacement Open Space 

Sub zone 5.3 Landscape Restoration Area 

Sub zone 5.4 Habitat Creation Area 

Sub zone 5.5 Off-site Hedgerow Restoration & Screening 
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Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan

Proposed site plan

Existing site plan 1:2500 @ A3

Sub-zone boundary

Sub-zone boundary
Key :

Key :

• Proposed woodland 550 m2

• Proposed ornamental shrub 1.3 hectares

• Proposed managed grassland 3.1 hectares

• Ornamental hedgerows 1.6 km

 TERMINAL ENTRANCE & DEVELOPMENT

 SUB ZONE 5.1

 The public realm adjoining the hotels, offices and support buildings and at the 

entrance to the new terminal building would create the setting and public face of the 

airport expansion. These areas must be functional, easily maintained and safe but 

should also adopt ‘good design’ principles, be visually attractive and contribute to 

the quality of the area into which they are located. As much as possible they should 

contribute to a strong sense of place and be sympathetic to their surroundings.

The DCO application will not cover detailed design, but will set out the parameters 

within which the airport expansion will be built.

Parameters for consent
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Existing

The terminal entrance and development sub-zone 

includes land to the north and east of the existing 

airfield and up to the boundary of Eaton Green 

Road, including:

• The airport car hire centre

• The airport long-stay car park

• The Luton Airport Executive Park

• The western part of Wigmore Valley Park

The sub-zone is fairly level, the western part is 

positioned on a naturally formed plateau and 

the eastern part is on top of a former landfill site. 

Vegetation cover within the airport part of this sub-

zone is limited, concentrated mostly beside roads 

and around the perimeter of car parks, but is 

greater within Wigmore Valley Park, where mature 

trees are prevalent along the park boundary and 

several other habitats are also evident, including 

calcareous and neutral semi-improved grassland, 

tall ruderal herb, and scrub.

LLAL’s New Century Park planning application, 

which Luton Borough Council has resolved to 

approve subject to completion of legal agreements,

(reference 17/02300/EIA) includes the change 

of use for part of this sub-zone to car parking, 

landscaping and associated works. 

Proposed

This sub-zone includes the proposed new terminal 

and several associated buildings and support 

facilities. The public realm in this sub-zone would 

be built out incrementally and landscape finishes 

would vary to an extent depending on time of 

implementation, location and use. 

To ensure a high level of quality and consistency in 

appearance across this sub-zone, it is envisaged 

that the detailed design would follow a design 

code, advising surface finishes, street furniture 

and soft landscape treatments; alongside more 

specific requirements regarding soils, irrigation, 

drainage and - where overlying landfill - measures 

to reduce the effect of settlement.

Areas of soft landscape at the proposed new 

terminal entrance would be formal in appearance, 

comprising street trees, clipped hedgerows and 

ornamental planting. Treatments in other areas are 

expected to be more varied, with formal landscape 

treatments (i.e. mown grass, ornamental shrub 

and hedgerow planting and street trees) applied 

on roundabouts, aligning key circulation routes, 

and adjoining the hotel and office zones. More 

naturalised treatments (i.e. native shrub vegetation, 

mixed-species hedgerow and woodland) will 

be used in operational areas and adjoining road 

corridors at the periphery.

Reference Design

The reference design indicates specimen trees, 

ornamental shrub planting and clipped hedgerows 

at the entrance to the proposed new terminal, 

surrounding the office accommodation and 

aligning the main approach road; screen planting 

to the northwest of the office accommodation 

and north of the drop-off zone; street trees and 

ornamental shrub planting adjoining hotels 

and secondary roads; amenity grass on road 

junctions and crossings; native shrub and tree 

planting adjoining operational plots, and a mixed-

species hedgerow with hedgerow trees to provide 

screening along the eastern boundary.

The reference design indicates a range of hard 

surface finishes, with most circulatory roads 

constructed in asphalt but with higher quality 

finishes used at road crossings and on routes that 

would be principally pedestrianised.

SITE, USE & CONTEXT
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Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan

Proposed site plan

Existing site plan

Sub-zone boundary

Sub-zone boundary

Key :

Key :

• Proposed woodland 6.4 ha

• Proposed neutral meadow grassland 11 ha

• Proposed low intensity grazed neutral grassland 6.8 ha

• Proposed amenity grassland 11 ha

• Proposed scrub 2.2 ha

• Proposed hedgerow restoration 4.2 km

 THE REPLACEMENT OPEN SPACE

 SUB ZONE 5.2

 The proposed development would impact on the existing open space at Wigmore 

Valley Park, requiring it to take on a different overall footprint. We recognise that we 

have a responsibility to replace open space affected by our proposals with a facility 

at least as good in terms of size, usefulness, attractiveness, quality and accessibility 

as may be lost through our airport expansion plans and that we have a duty to do so 

in a manner that minimises impacts on the environment and local community.

The DCO application will not cover detailed design, but will set out the parameters 

within which the airport expansion will be built.

Parameters for consent
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SITE, USE & CONTEXT

Existing

The replacement open space sub-zone includes 

the north and eastern part of the existing Wigmore 

Valley Park and areas of arable farmland to its east.

The sub-zone is gently rolling, varying in level from 

150m AOD in the west to 120m in the east and 

its western boundary broadly follows the ridgeline 

of Winch Hill. The sub-zone includes areas of 

broadleaf woodland, mixed woodland, scrub and 

amenity and neutral grassland. The hedgerows 

surrounding the arable fields to the east of the 

park are gappy and of varying quality, but the 

two mature hedgerows in this sub-zone along the 

southeast of the existing parkland and following 

the ridge of Winch Hill are distinctive landscape 

features that provide important habitat for local 

wildlife and screening to the airport.

The sub-zone is crossed by several public rights 

of way, including the Chiltern Way long distance 

footpath, and includes a Grade II listed farmhouse 

(Winch Hill Farmhouse) to its southeast.

LLAL’s New Century Park planning application, 

which Luton Borough Council has resolved to 

approve subject to completion of legal agreements, 

(reference 17/02300/EIA) includes the change 

of use for part of this sub-zone to car parking, 

landscaping and associated works. 

Planning application reference 18/03263/LBC 

with North Hertfordshire District Council 

grants listed building consent for the 

demolition of Winch Hill Farmhouse subject to 

the discharge of conditions.
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 Proposed

The landscape proposals for this sub-zone have 

been informed by local landscape character 

guidance, input from local stakeholders and 

feedback from the public. The replacement open 

space proposals retain the existing main entrance 

into Wigmore Valley Park that adjoins Wigmore 

Pavilion, protect most of the existing landscape 

features present in the east of Wigmore Valley 

Park and build on the improved amenity facilities 

proposed in this area included within LLAL’s New 

Century Park planning application.

The proposals would retain and enhance the 

mature hedgerows to the southeast of the existing 

parkland and which follow the ridge of Winch Hill 

and would protect areas of scrub and grassland at 

the margin of arable fields that provide important 

habitat value. The proposals would also largely 

maintain the existing landform within the area, with 

only localised adjustments to improve access and 

user facilities and the erection of a new landscape 

bund to the north and east of the Century Park 

Access Road extension for visual screening.

To encourage biodiversity and help screen the 

airport expansion, the proposals would:

• restore traditional field boundaries with mixed-

species hedgerows and hedgerow trees

• improve the condition and connectivity of

existing habitats, clearing out and laying

overgrown hedgerow sections and providing

new replacement tree planting

• establish new structure planting - in the form of

woodland, hedgerows, tree planting and scrub

vegetation - at the perimeter of the park and

adjoining key strategic routes

• deliver additional areas of meadow and

amenity grassland.

To further encourage natural habitats within this 

sub-zone, the proposals would also introduce 

changes to land management, with some areas 

low intensity grazed by livestock to help control 

more aggressive plant species and maintain a 

species-rich environment.

Public access within the replacement open space 

would be encouraged through the surfacing 

and upgrading of rights of way, and through the 

creation of new surfaced paths, accessible to 

a range of users, which will connect out to the 

wider rights of way network and provide circuitous 

parkland routes. 

A range of users will be encouraged to make use 

of the replacement open space, including but not 

limited to: families, teenagers, school groups, the 

elderly, walkers, joggers, plane-spotters, cyclists, 

skaters and horse riders. The proposals would 

accommodate appropriate signage and facilities 

to help support these various user groups.

The replacement open space would also provide 

additional opportunities for unstructured or natural 

play and additional recreational facilities (e.g. 

additional play provision, gym equipment, trim-

trail area) informed by this consultation.
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Proposed site plan

Existing site plan

Key :

Key :

• Proposed woodland 3.9 ha

• Restored hedgerows 1.6 Km

• Proposed neutral meadow grassland 3.5 ha

• Proposed low intensity grazed calcareous grassland 16.1 ha

• Proposed managed grassland 10.2 ha

Earthworks would be required to build a platform to support the airport expansion. 

The earthworks strategy aims to make the best use of the LLAL landholdings 

immediately adjacent to the existing airport to provide materials to support the 

proposed infrastructure.

The DCO application will not cover detailed design, but will set out the parameters 

within which the airport expansion will be built.

Parameters for consent

Sub-zone boundary

Sub-zone boundary

 LANDSCAPE RESTORATION AREA

 SUB ZONE 5.3

Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan
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Existing

The Landscape restoration sub-zone includes 

parkland to the east of the former landfill site 

within Wigmore Valley Park, a large area of arable 

farmland to the east of the airport, a further smaller 

area of arable farmland to the east of Winch Hill 

Lane and land within the curtilage of Winch Hill 

House. The sub-zone is gently rolling, varying in 

level from around 150m AOD in the northwest to 

120m AOD in the southeast. The eastern part of 

the sub-zone crosses the administrative boundary 

between Luton Borough Council and North 

Hertfordshire District Council, with land east of the 

boundary designated as green belt.

Vegetation cover in most of this sub-zone is limited 

to gappy field boundary hedgerows with occasional 

trees. The sub-zone is crossed in its western part 

by the mature hedgerow and scrub woodland that 

defines the southeast boundary of the existing 

Wigmore Valley Park and the east boundary of the 

airfield; includes an area of coniferous plantation 

woodland to its northeast atop Winch Hill.  A block 

of mixed woodland to its east that adjoins Winch 

Hill House, and a stand of ancient woodland to 

the south borders the airfield near the end of the 

runway. 

LLAL’s New Century Park planning application, 

which Luton Borough Council has resolved to 

approve subject to completion of legal agreements,  

(reference 17/02300/EIA) includes the change 

of use for part of this sub-zone to car parking, 

landscaping and associated works. 

Proposed

This sub-zone comprises the area to be excavated 

to source material needed to form the aviation 

platform and the re-profiled slopes of the aviation 

platform. It is anticipated accordingly that most 

landscape works in the sub-zone would be 

delivered at a later stage in the construction 

process. 

The proposals would retain, protect and enhance 

management within the stand of ancient woodland 

and would minimise vegetation loss around Winch 

Hill House. It is anticipated however that all other 

vegetation in the sub-zone would be removed 

to facilitate the proposed earthworks and landfill 

remediation operations. 

The landscape proposals would deliver amenity 

grassland on the aviation platform slope - where 

adjoining the airfield - and broadleaf woodland 

and meadow grassland where not; would create 

a new hedgerow lined bridleway to restore 

connectivity between the ancient woodland and 

the proposed replacement open space; would 

seed and selectively manage natural colonisation 

of the engineered embankments to the north of 

the sub-zone; and, for habitat creation purposes, 

would regrade, using waste excavated material, 

and convert to pasture, land to the east of the 

green belt boundary as new calcareous grassland. 

The proposals would also restore mixed-species 

hedgerows adjoining Winch Hill Lane and plant 

a belt of new broadleaf woodland to its west to 

provide screening.

Reference Design

The reference design largely reflects that set out 

within the parameter information but indicates 

also that some tree and shrub planting would 

be anticipated around the toe of the excavation 

embankment, along primary roads, within the car 

park, and adjoining the support facilities buildings.

SITE, USE & CONTEXT
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Habitat creation boundary

Off-site hedgerows boundary 

Key :

• Proposed woodland 1.7 ha

• Proposed neutral meadow grassland 12.2 ha

• Proposed low intensity neutral rassland 22.9 ha

• Restored hedgerows 7 km

Our proposals have been designed to avoid or reduce adverse effects on valued 

ecological features and deliver benefits for biodiversity in accordance with policy 

and best practice. Overall LLAL’s ambition is for the proposed scheme to deliver 

10% biodiversity net gain through the extensive landscaping and habitat creation 

proposals incorporated within it.

The DCO application will not cover detailed design, but will set out the parameters 

within which the airport expansion will be built.

Parameters for consent

 HABITAT CREATION & OFF-SITE HEDGEROW 
 RESTORATION & SCREENING

 SUB-ZONE 5.4/5.5

Existing - Site location plan

Proposed - Site location plan
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Habitat Creation Zone

SITE: USE & CONTEXT

Habitat Creation 

Existing

The habitat creation sub-zone (sub-zone 4) 

comprises several arable fields within LLAL 

ownership, to the east of Winch Hill Lane and within 

the green belt. This sub zone is gently rolling, 

varying in level from circa 140m AOD in the north 

to 120m AOD in the east. Vegetation cover within 

this sub-zone is limited, comprising gappy field 

boundary hedgerows with occasional hedgerow 

trees. A stand of mixed species plantation 

woodland is also located to the southeast of this 

sub-zone.

Proposed

The proposals would restore historic field 

boundary hedgerows that have been lost or 

made gappy through recent agricultural practices, 

plant new sections of mixed-species hedgerows, 

introduce additional hedgerow trees, plant new 

areas of woodland and replace the existing arable 

use of the land with low intensity grazed pasture 

to improve habitat connectivity and to encourage 

a diversity of wild flora. The proposals would 

also include a small lined pond for frogs near the 

margin of woodland areas.

Habitat creation boundary

Habitat creation boundary 
within zone 5.3

Key :
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Off-site Hedgerow Restoration and Screening Proposed Site Plan

SITE: USE & CONTEXT

Off-site hedgerwow restoration and screening

Existing

The off-site hedgerow restoration and screening 

sub-zone (sub-zone 5) compromises several 

parcels of agricultural farmland to the 

northeast, east and south of the main application 

site. 

Proposed

The proposals would restore and plant new 

hedgerows with hedgerow trees in these areas to 

help mitigate potentially significant environmental 

effects on views and visual amenity experienced 

by people living or using rights of way in the 

surrounding area. The boundary to these areas 

includes provision for access to enable planting 

and ongoing management of the proposed 

hedgerows.

Off-site hedgerows boundary 
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